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ABSTRACT 
Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC) technologies are changing the ways State 
Departments of Transportation (DOTs) do business. Subsequently, a three-phase project 
on the Rapid Bridge Deck Joint Repair Investigation is originated with the Iowa DOT. 
Phase I of this project focused on documenting the current means and methods of bridge 
expansion joint maintenance and replacement, and then identifying improvements. Based 
on the findings from Phase I, Phase II focused on the concept development. It was 
decided that a desirable approach would be to develop a design to move the joint away 
from the bridge deck at the face of the abutment to the approach slab that acts as a 
transition between roadway pavement and the previously mentioned bridge deck. By 
using this concept, a more effective joint can be created, where possible deicing chemical 
laden water leakage on the substructure components is no longer a concern for 
deterioration and its construction time can be comparable to that required for traditional 
joint replacements. 
Phase III is tasked with the further development of this concept, the deck over 
backwall concept. The research team proposed various joint detailing options taking 
numerous factors into account. With this information, the Iowa DOT developed a more 
detailed joint considering their construction practices, experiences, and preferences. Full-
scale finite element (FE) models of two different bridges were realized. These models 
were analyzed with various loading conditions from dead loads, temperature loading, and 
live loads which corresponds to various truck loading conditions. Both models were 
validated using the original drawing plans and the American Association of State 
Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) Specifications providing deflection 
xv 
 
limits for vehicular bridges in the absence of other criteria. The impact of the deck over 
backwall concept on the existing bridge elements was studied with the FE models 
alongside a parametric study of various bridge skew angles. The concept along with the 
approach slab were modeled in the FE models. Results show an increment in bearing 
loads due to the dead loads and live loads alongside relevant deflection values and stress 
levels at certain points of interest across the new joint and approach slab. 
A cost estimate of different types of joints including the deck over backwall 
concept was developed. An initial estimate of the construction cost of the concept was 
realized to be used in the overall cost estimate. Results show that the deck over backwall 
concept over a bridge service life of 25 years constantly ranked 3th or 4th out of the nine 
types of joints that were considered. Over a bridge service life of 50 years, the concept 
produced the lowest cost in all possible combinations of inflation rates and fluctuations in 
installation cost and joint service life. In average, a break-even point (BEP) of 44 years 
was determined with a 2% interest rate and lowers as the interest rate is increased. 
An experimental investigation plan was realized with the Iowa DOT joint. Test 
results will be compared and correlated with the FE models. A plan for construction 
observation and post-construction testing was developed with an instrumentation plan 
and various real-life truck loading cases to be correlated with the FE models. 
Implementation of the deck over backwall concept and the post-construction plan is 
expected to be conducted in a future Iowa DOT construction season. 
With the results obtained from the FE models and, in the future, with the 
experimental investigation and the post-construction testing, the Iowa DOT can 
confidently design and further develop the deck over backwall concept. 
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CHAPTER 1.    INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background 
Phase I of this research project focused on documenting the current means and 
methods of bridge expansion joint maintenance and replacement, and then identifying 
improvements as part of workshop objectives. In Phase II, a literature review of topics 
including types of joints used or tested in other states, common and reported modes of 
failures in other states, integral abutments and the differences in their use between states, 
other methods of eliminating deck joints from existing bridges, and surveys of the average 
life span of particular types of expansion joints.  Workshop were held with the emphasis on 
replacement of expansion joints. Discussions during the two workshops that were previously 
completed indicated that a desirable approach would be to develop a design to (1) minimize 
the amount of required concrete removal and to (2) move the joint away from the bridge deck 
at the abutment interface and instead place it on the approach slab. A schematic cross section 
of both concepts can be seen in in Figure 1.1 and Figure 1.2. 
By minimizing concrete removal amounts, the impact on schedule time can also be 
minimized. Concrete removal has been recognized as one of the factors that affects 
construction time the most during expansion joint replacement projects. The other schematic 
cross section, Figure 1.2, shows a precast or cast-in-place (CIP) panel that is used to span the 
existing abutment backwall and push the joint out onto the approach slab. By using this 
concept, a more effective joint can be created, where possible deicing chemical laden water 
leakage on the substructure components is no longer a concern for deterioration and its 
construction time can be comparable to that required for traditional joint replacements. 
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Source: Miller and Jahren (2015) 
Figure 1.1: Minimum Concrete Removal Concept 
 
 
Source: Miller and Jahren (2015) 
Figure 1.2: Example of Deck Over Backwall Concept 
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1.2 Problem Statement 
Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC) initiative is changing the way that bridges 
are built across the country. Accounting for an ever-increasing number of vehicle traveling 
over the nation’s road infrastructure, reducing lane closure times has been identified as an 
integral part of ABC techniques and practices. In recent years, extensive research has been 
conducted on ABC. However, less attention has been devoted to accelerated repair and 
replacement of bridge deck expansion joints. For bridges requiring expansion joints, there is 
a need for accelerated replacement techniques that would lengthen the life cycle of the bridge 
in areas with high Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT) and limited time for lane closures.  
Many of the aging multiple span bridges utilize some form of expansion joints to 
properly counteract thermal movement alongside other factors. These joints also try to 
prevent the passage of winter de-icing chemicals and other corrosives applied to bridge decks 
from penetrating and damaging substructure components of the bridge. Majority of these 
expansion joints require frequent repair and multiple replacements during the normal service 
life of a bridge. Over the years, extensive research has been done to improve the longevity of 
these joints but with limited success. Eliminating deck joints instead of repair or replacement 
has been identified as a suitable and preferred option for bridges with moderate length and 
can be done in an accelerated fashion and minimize traffic interruption. When deck joints are 
eliminated, possible deicing chemical laden water leakage on the substructure components 
would no longer be a concern. 
This three-phase project, Rapid Bridge Deck Joint Repair Investigation, is originated 
to address the dire need of further research into accelerated options for repair, replacement, 
and elimination of deteriorating conditions of bridge deck expansion joints in the state of 
Iowa and across the US. 
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1.3 Objectives 
The objectives of this research are to:  
(1) Conduct a literature review on repair, replacement, and elimination of bridge deck 
expansion joints. 
(2) Further develop the deck over backwall concept with plans that conform to the 
design concepts. 
(3) Create FE models of the selected bridges and study the impact of the concept on 
existing bridge structures. 
(4) Compare the cost of application of the concept over other types of joints. 
(5) Develop a plan for construction observation and post-construction testing where 
the concept can be further studied after implementation. 
By achieving these objectives, the concept will be furthered developed and the Iowa 
Department of Transportation (DOT) can confidently design and implement the deck over 
backwall concept. 
 
1.4 Limitations And Constraints 
Multiple limitations and constraints were identified across all aspects of the research. 
For the FE modeling, it can be said that limitations and constraints exist in every FE model. 
The FE models can always be more detailed. Simplifications were made when necessary to 
accelerate processing time. In the cost analysis, assumptions and omissions were made to 
realize the analysis within time constraints. Many additional factors could be introduced in 
the cost analysis to present a more in-depth study into the different types of joints. For the 
experimental investigation plan, laboratory space constraints limited the test specimen size. 
Also, the plan was made without the presence of soil supporting the approach slab. 
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1.5 Thesis Organization 
The thesis was organized in eight chapters each corresponding to various tasks that 
were needed to realize the research. The eight chapters are shown below with a brief 
summary into its tasks. 
 
Chapter 1     Introduction: provide background into the problem that the research is 
attending and present the objectives of the research 
Chapter 2     Literature Review: review of published literature of relevant topics 
Chapter 3     Joint Detailing: further develop the joint detailing of the deck over 
backwall concept 
Chapter 4     Finite Element Modeling and Analysis: create FE models and evaluate 
the impact of the deck over backwall concept at various points of interest in bridge elements 
Chapter 5     Cost Analysis: realize a cost comparison of various types of joints 
including the deck over backwall concept 
Chapter 6     Experimental Investigation Plan: develop a plan to conduct laboratory 
testing for the concept 
Chapter 7     Construction Observation and Post-Construction Testing Plan: develop a 
plan for post-construction evaluation of the deck over backwall concept when implemented 
Chapter 8     Conclusions and Future Work: provide the conclusions obtained 
throughout the various tasks of the research and future work recommendations 
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CHAPTER 2.    LITERATURE REVIEW 
A review of the published literature was conducted by the research team on three 
relevant topics. The first topic is the current practices and accelerated options of repairing 
and replacing expansion joints. Related to the first topic, the use of Ultra-High Performance 
Concrete (UHPC) in bridge joints and connections was reviewed. Finally, the different 
practices of modeling and analyzing bridge structures and soil properties with commercial 
software was studied. 
 
2.1     Repair, Replacement, And Elimination Of Expansion Joints 
A thorough review of the literature of accelerated methods of repair, replacement, and 
elimination of expansion joints has been realized in the past phases of this research, Phase I 
and Phase II. In conjunction with the Iowa DOT, Miller and Jahren (2014) conducted an 
investigation focused on determining the best ways to rapidly repair and replace expansion 
joints in Iowa and in other states. Their findings were synthesized by Phares and Cronin 
(2015). Their findings will be discussed and summarized in the following pages. 
 
2.1.1     Joint Repair And Replacement 
The study revealed that demolition and concrete cure times account for the longest 
segments of construction time in expansion joints replacement projects (Miller and Jahren 
2015). From these conclusions, hydrodemolition was identified as an effective and quick way 
to remove concrete from the surrounding areas of the expansion joint; however, it is costly 
and runoff containing small concrete particles is an issue that must be dealt with (Phares and 
Cronin 2015). 
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To repair or replace sliding plate expansion joints, the Iowa DOT personnel stated 
that it would be best to remove the joint entirely. The open space would be filled with new 
concrete while leaving a flat gap between the abutment and deck for expansion and 
contraction of the bridge (Miller and Jahren 2014). This method of replacement avoids any 
unnecessary traffic delay (Phares and Cronin 2015). 
There are various methods of repair and replacement of strip seal and compression 
seal expansion joints. These methods depend on the condition of the expansion joint 
mechanism in question. The use of compressed air or pressurized water to remove debris 
from the joint is acceptable as long as the seal or the extrusion is not damaged. If the strip 
seal or compression seal is damaged, it may need to be removed and cleaned or a new seal 
could also be installed. The new section may be spliced in or the entire length of the seal may 
be replaced (Miller and Jahren 2014). Miller and Jahren (2014) pointed out that a new section 
should not be spliced between two existing sections due to buckling concerns.  
Various methods were recognized to replace the compression seal armoring. The 
armoring can be replaced by removing and replacing the existing concrete with new concrete 
for a flat riding surface. However, the process takes several hours to realize. Miller and 
Jahren (2014) found and alternative method that can be installed in as little as 30 minutes per 
lane if no repair of the vertical face of the concrete is required is also discussed. The method 
is the Silicoflex joint sealing system from R.J. Watson, Inc. This system is an inverted strip 
seal installed using adhesives instead of extrusions. The system has to be installed to a clean, 
flat vertical face below the damaged extrusion (Miller and Jahren 2014). 
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Other types of joints were also considered in the investigation. Finger and modular 
expansion joints were found to be easily repaired by simply replacing the damaged joint 
component. If a torn neoprene gland is discovered, the entire joint does not have to be 
replaced. A new neoprene gland can be installed after removing the damaged one (Miller and 
Jahren 2014).  
Integral abutment joints were also looked at. Miller and Jahren (2014) found that 
possible locations of damage can unusually be found on the tire buffing and silicon sealant. 
To repair these deteriorated items, missing pieces from the tire buffing are replaced and new 
silicon is poured into the joint (Miller and Jahren 2014). 
 
2.1.2     Joint Elimination 
In Phase II of this research, Miller and Jahren (2015) stated that most bridge 
engineers would consider the best type of joint to be no joint. Tying into the statement, Palle 
et al. (2012) developed and distributed surveys to all the state highway agencies. Most state 
highway agencies sough to eliminate joints where ever possible. Several noted that joint 
elimination was a goal for new bridge designs (Palle et al. 2012). In their investigation, 
Miller and Jahren (2015) thoroughly conducted a review of the literature for possible joint 
elimination options. Elimination options were seen in the applications of integral abutments, 
semi-integral abutments, link slabs, and the concept originated in Phase II of this research 
and being further developed, the deck over backwall concept. Their findings will be 
summarized and discussed in the following pages. 
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2.1.2.1     Integral abutments 
The trend of accelerated methods of repair and replacement of expansion joints seems 
to be toward eliminating deck joints altogether by utilizing the integral abutment design. A 
few agencies are using them as their sole selection for new construction (Baker Engineering 
& Energy 2006). It is for this reason that integral abutment bridges are becoming 
increasingly popular in the US. 
Integral abutments differ from the most commonly known stud abutments in that they 
encompass the ends of the bridge girders in its own backwall. The integral abutment moves 
with respect to the movement of the girders due to thermal loading, dynamic loading, and 
other factors. The pile supports in the abutment move alongside as well. A typical cross 
section of integral abutments can be seen in Figure 2.1.  
 
 
Source: Miller and Jahren (2015) 
Figure 2.1: Integral Abutment Cross Section 
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Most states that employ the use of these abutments have reported that they are 
satisfied with the performance of integral abutment bridges. Maruri and Petro (2005) 
surveyed all the transportation agencies in the US regarding their use of integral abutment 
bridges. A large number of agencies responded to the survey. The survey had a 79% response 
rate because of this. From the survey results, an estimated number of in-service integral 
abutment bridges increased by almost 200% from an estimated 4,000 integral abutment 
bridges in 1995 to an estimated 13,000+ integral abutment bridges in 2004 (Miller and Jahren 
2015). 
Since deicing chemicals and snowplows are widely used in the Northern states of the 
US versus the Southern, integral abutments are much more common in the former states than 
in the latter states. Survey results showed that the usage of integral abutments is surely going 
to continue in the future as 77% of the respondents answered that they will continue with the 
use of integral abutments in bridges where they could be considered. While most states 
reported that they were satisfied with the performance of integral abutment bridges, three 
states in particular deviated from those feelings. Arizona encountered problems with their 
approach slabs while Vermont encountered scour issues. These two states abandoned the 
application of integral abutments in future bridges. The third state, Washington, encountered 
seismic issues and decided to move forward with semi-integral abutments in bridges where 
integral abutments could have been considered. 
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2.1.2.2     Semi-integral abutments 
As an alternative to integral abutments, semi-integral abutments were originated. This 
option functions in many of the same ways as an integral abutment. These abutments still 
encompass the ends of the bridge girders in its own backwall. The semi-integral abutment 
also moves with respect to the movement of the girders due to thermal loading, dynamic 
loading, and other factors. The main difference between the two is that the entire backwall 
and girder system is situated on bearings and allowed to slide over a fixed foundation (Miller 
and Jahren 2015). A typical cross section of semi-integral abutments can be seen in Figure 
2.2. 
In the state of Iowa, semi-integral abutments are not used often on new construction 
of bridge structures. Instead semi-integral abutments are used as a joint retrofit where an 
integral abutment previously discussed is not compatible with the existing bridge design. 
Expansion joints across the states have been replaced with semi-integral abutments making 
possible deicing chemical laden water leakage on the substructure components no longer a 
concern. While their use has been rising, semi-integral abutments have received much less 
attention than integral abutments bridges. States also stated that semi-integral abutments were 
largely used in unique situations where integral abutments do not work well such as bridges 
with large skew angles, high backwalls, or those built on difficult soil conditions (Miller and 
Jahren 2015). One soil condition in particular that was mentioned was the situation where 
bedrock is close to the surface and piles cannot develop sufficient horizontal resistance to 
provide fixity for the footing (Yanotti et al, 2005).  
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Source: Miller and Jahren (2015) 
Figure 2.2: New York Semi-Integral Abutment 
 
2.1.2.3     Link slabs 
While the options previously discussed are all alternatives of eliminating expansion 
joints at the abutment interface, options for eliminating expansion joints above the piers are 
also available. Link slabs have been used in numerous projects across the US to replace 
expansion joints located over bridge piers. Link slabs do exactly what the name says, link the 
existing bridge deck between two girders over the pier supports.  
Miller and Jahren (2015) explained that the stiffness of the continued deck is so small 
in comparison to the girders that continuity is assumed to not be provided. This means that 
the bridge will continue to act as a series of simply supported members thus not affecting the 
original bridge design. The link slab acts as a beam with a moment caused by the rotation at 
the end of the girders. To provide the necessary flexibility of the link slab a portion of the 
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deck is debonded at the end of the girders (Aktan et al, 2008). A typical cross section of link 
slabs can be seen in Figure 2.3 with the moment and rotation detailing. 
 
 
Source: Miller and Jahren (2015) 
Figure 2.3: Debonded Link Slab System 
 
Since link slabs have not been implemented as much as other methods of bridge deck 
joint repair, replacement, and elimination, there is a limited amount of knowledge in terms of 
its performance when implemented. Miller and Jahren (2015) detailed a pilot link slab that 
was built in 1998 by the North Carolina DOT (NCDOT). The pilot link slab was 
instrumented, monitored, and tested after implementation. Beam end rotations of 0.02 radians 
were taken into account in the design of the link slab. The link slab is also meant to have fine 
cracks under service loads. The maximum width of these fine cracks was designed to be 
0.013 inches. 
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At no point over the next year of monitoring did the link slab exceed the 0.02 radians 
of bend end rotations. A crack higher than 0.013 inches was noticed in the middle of the link 
slab. This crack had a width of 0.063 inches. The crack was present before live load testing 
and did not increase during the tests. It was ultimately believed that this crack was larger than 
designed due to localized debonding of the reinforcement (Wing and Kowalsky, 2005).  
Michigan installed numerous link slabs in the early 2000’s as part of several deck 
rehabilitation projects across the state. Inspections of these bridges were held in 2006 
showing observations similar to those by Wing and Kowalsky (2005) previously discussed.  
In every link slab inspected, a full depth crack was found approximately at the centerline of 
the pier, regardless of whether a sawcut had been provided at these locations. However, other 
than the transverse cracking at the pier centerlines little other cracking or damage was 
reported at the link slab locations (Aktan et al, 2008).   
Aktan et al. (2008) completed a detailed FE analysis used to predict how certain 
parameters affect the performance of link slabs for use in the state of Michigan. The 
investigated design parameters of the link slab were as follows: the link slab debonded length 
with respect to adjacent span lengths, girder height, adjacent span ratio, and support 
conditions. Several conclusions were arrived at from the FE results: 
 Top and bottom layer of steel should be continuous throughout the link slab.  
 Additional moment and axial loads should be considered in the design of link 
slabs to account for thermal gradients. 
 Sawcuts should be provided at the centerline of the pier and at each end of the 
link slab. These sawcuts concentrate cracking to areas where the performance 
of the link slab would not be diminished. 
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2.1.2.4     Deck over backwall concept 
Miller and Jahren (2015) held various workshops with the objective of identifying 
improvements of bridge deck joint maintenance and replacement. Workshop participants 
came up with a concept that eventually evolved into the deck over backwall concept shown 
in Chapter 1, Figure 1.2. Further review of the literature was conducted to study possible 
implementation of this concept in other states. 
According to a 2004 survey, there are approximately 3900 bridges with deck 
extensions currently in use in the United States (Miller and Jahren 2015). This type of bridge 
is stated to be particularly prominent in the Northeast region of the US as opposed to the 
Midwestern and Northern regions where full integral abutment designs are more common 
(Maruri and Petro 2005). The New York State DOT (NYSDOT) in particular has been 
building bridges with deck extensions since the 1980’s or earlier (Alampalli and Yannotti 
1998). 
Alampalli and Yannotti (1998) detailed 105 deck extensions that were inspected by 
the NYSDOT, 72 with concrete superstructures and 33 with steel superstructures. These 
bridges were found to be performing as anticipated with minor deck cracking as the only 
significant problem. Miller and Jahren (2015) identified several conclusions with regards to 
deck extensions. 
 Steel structures were usually less prone to deck cracking than prestressed-
concrete superstructures. 
 Performance typically worsened with increased skew or span length.  
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Miller and Jahren (2015) compared jojntless bridges and other types of joints, mainly 
compression seals, utilizing NYSDOT bridge inspection and inventory data. Results of the 
data show that components of jointless bridges performed better than components of 
compression seal bridges.  
Construction details were provided for a typical deck extension of the NYSDOT. This 
is shown in Figure 2.4. Discussing the detail, Alampalli and Yannotti (1998) mentioned that 
the deck and approach slab were previously included in a single placement, and the formed 
joint is merely a sawcut to promote full depth cracking at the correct location. This has been 
changed since. The approach slab and deck are placed separately now, eliminating the need 
for a sawcut. This joint is provided to allow superstructure rotation with the bottom layer of 
longitudinal deck steel continuous through the joint to keep the deck and approach slab from 
separating (Alampalli and Yannotti 1998). 
 
 
Source: Miller and Jahren (2015) 
Figure 2.4: NYDOT Deck Extension Detail 
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Other DOT’s have also developed jointless bridge decks with similar deck extension 
details as the NYSDOT joint and the concept brought up in the workshop that eventually 
evolved into the deck over backwall concept. 
Michigan DOT (MDOT) has worked on developing jointless bridge decks to combat 
deterioration to the leaking expansion joints. Their detailing is shown in Figure 2.5. 
Various differences can be seen between the NYSDOT joint and the MDOT joint. 
These differences are outlined below. 
 location of the construction joint (in line with the center of the backwall for 
NYDOT, in line with inside edge of the backwall for MDOT) 
 location of the continuous longitudinal reinforcing (bottom reinforcement for 
NYSDOT and top reinforcement for MDOT) 
 sleeper slab incorporation in MDOT 
Miller and Jahren (2015) pointed out that continuing the top layer of reinforcing 
through the joint should allow negative moment transfer across the construction joint as 
opposed to allowing the joint to act as a hinge.  
Approach slab standards differ from the Iowa DOT and MDOT. Iowa DOT uses 20 
feet approach slabs while MDOT only uses a 20 feet approach slab for bridges with integral 
and semi-integral abutments. However, for deck extension details, MDOT extends the 
approach slab 5 feet from the near edge of the backwall to rest on a sleeper slab. This sleeper 
slab would help mitigate possible settlement issues between the existing pavement and the 
new approach slab. MDOT’s sleeper slab detailing can be seen in Figure 2.6. 
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Source: Miller and Jahren (2015) 
Figure 2.5: MDOT Deck Extension Detail 
 
 
Source: Miller and Jahren (2015) 
Figure 2.6: MDOT Sleeper Slab 
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Western Michigan University (WMU) developed FE models for MDOT to analyze 
deck extension details to further improve their designs. The difference between continuing 
the top layer of steel reinforcement versus bottom reinforcement was of particular interest. 
FE results show that continuing the top layer of reinforcing caused the construction joint to 
transfer negative moment, tensile stresses, at the top of the approach slab around the 
construction joint. Continuing the bottom layer of longitudinal reinforcing caused the joint to 
act as a hinge eliminating the stresses at the construction joint but increased the nominal 
positive moment at the midpoint of the approach slab. Given the later situation, bottom layer 
of continuity steel was preferred (Aktan et al. 2008).  
Miller and Jahren (2015) agreed with this conclusion as cracking can be allowed on 
the bottom side of the slab. The design for the additional midspan moment is more 
achievable than designing for negative moment capacity at the top of the deck where 
cracking should be prevented. A waterstop could be included in the construction joint to 
prevent the passage of water and mitigate additional cracking (Miller and Jahren 2015). 
The research team made direct contact with MDOT to gain more information about 
their experiences with bridge extension. A summary of the key takeaways is shown below: 
 Implemented deck extensions for MDOT achieved the objectives Iowa DOT 
is seeking to accomplish 
 Future detailing will provide continue bottom reinforcement 
 Approach slab will be poured after the deck to provide a cold joint in the 
abutment interface 
 Settlements issues of sleeper slab cause a ‘bump’ at the transition from the 
approach slab to the highway pavement 
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2.2     Use Of Ultra-High Performance Concrete On Bridge Joints 
2.2.1     Background 
Thirty years ago, a new technology called Ultra-High Performance Concrete (UHPC) 
started being researched for use in bridge design and construction. This new material offered 
very durable solutions, but required, new shapes, new design codes and standards, new 
precast fabrication methods and formworks (Perry and Corvez 2016). The lack of design 
codes and standards increased risk on its implementation for owners and designers. These 
limitations held the material back from growing at a faster pace. Nonetheless, as a very 
young material, 30 years into research and 20 years into development, acceptance has been 
growing as more research has been realized. The industry has been noticing the advantageous 
properties that the material processes (Perry and Corvez 2016). 
 
2.2.2     Mechanical Properties 
“Ultra-High Performance Concrete (UHPC) is a cementitious, concrete material that 
has a minimum specified compressive strength of 150 MPa (21.6 ksi) with specified 
durability, tensile ductility and toughness requirements; fibers are generally included to 
achieve specified requirements” (ACI-239 2012). UHPC exhibits very high compression 
strength, an improved tensile behavior and a sustained post cracking strength (Ronanki et al. 
2016). This high compression strength and improved tensile behavior facilitate high bond 
strength and as a result a short development length of steel reinforcement. This is fully 
explained in the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) Technical Note publication 
Design and Construction of Field-Cast UHPC Connections (Graybeal 2014). 
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Additionally, “compared with conventional normal- and highstrength concretes with 
their capillary porosity, UHPC exhibits a much denser microstructure. It has virtually no 
capillary pores and is therefore so impervious to liquids and gases that its corrosion is 
practically zero; it can serve as the wearing course of a bridge deck without any additional 
protection against chlorides, alkalis or de-icing salts” (Fehling et al. 2015). The low 
permeability is attributed to the fine powders and chemical reactivity which create an 
extremely compact matrix and small, discontinuous pore structure (Perry and Royce 2010). 
UHPC formulations often consist of a combination of portland cement, fine sand, silica fume, 
high-range water-reducing admixture (HRWR), fibers (usually steel), and water. Small 
aggregates are sometimes used, as well as a variety of chemical admixtures (Russell and 
Graybeal 2013). The improved properties of UHPC provide benefits of simplified 
construction techniques, speed of construction, improved durability, reduced maintenance, 
reduced out-of-service, minimum interruption, reduced element size and complexity, 
extended usage life and improved resiliency (Perry and Corvez 2016). 
 
2.2.3     Implementation Of UHPC In Bridges 
The first use of UHPC in a North American bridge was in 1997, for construction of 
the Sherbrooke Pedestrian Bridge Quebec, Canada (Perry and Seibert 2013). This 197 ft clear 
span bridge shown in Figure 2.7 was constructed from six precast 3-D Space Truss UHPC 
elements, post-tensioned together on site. “The structural concept consists of a space truss 
with a top UHPC chord that serves as the riding surface, two UHPC bottom chords, and truss 
diagonals that slope in two directions.” (Russell and Graybeal 2013) 
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In 2001, the US Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) initiated a research 
program to evaluate and introduce UHPC into the US Highway program (Graybeal 2008). 
The first UHPC highway bridge completed in North America was the Mars Hill Bridge in 
Wapello County, Iowa (Bierwagen et al. 2006). The simple single-span bridge, shown in 
Figure 2.8, comprises three 110-ft long precast, prestressed concrete modified 45-inch deep 
Iowa bulb-tee beams topped with a CIP concrete bridge deck. Each beam contained forty-
seven 0.6-inch diameter, low-relaxation prestressing strands and no shear reinforcement 
(Russell and Graybeal 2013). The most significant aspect of this first UHPC highway bridge 
was the use of the three UHPC I-girders without any stirrups for shear reinforcing. This was 
a major milestone and a significant step towards the introduction of UHPC into the North 
American highway system (Perry and Corvez 2016). 
Source: Russell and Graybeal (2013) 
Figure 2.7: Sherbrooke Pedestrian Bridge, Quebec, Canada (1997) 
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During this same period, the FHWA was working on an “optimized” precast bridge 
profile, named the “Pi-Girder” (𝜋). The first generation of this girder was prototyped and 
installed at a test track in the FHWA’s Turner-Fairbank Research Center near Washington, 
DC (Perry et al. 2010). In 2008, Buchanan County, Iowa completed the Jakway Park Bridge, 
shown in Figure 2.9, using the second generation precast UHPC Pi-girder (Graybeal 2004). 
The cross section, shown in Figure 2.10, is similar to a double-tee section but with bottom 
flanges on the outside of each web (Russell and Graybeal 2013). 
 
Source: Russell and Graybeal (2013) 
Figure 2.8: Mars Hill Bridge, Wapello County, IA (2006) 
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As of the end of 2016, over 200 bridges with UHPC elements would been completed 
in North America. These include either precast bridge elements or field-cast connections (for 
precast bridge elements) or, in some cases, both precast and field-cast UHPC solutions (Perry 
and Corvez 2016). 
Source: Russell and Graybeal (2013) 
Figure 2.9: Jakway Park Bridge, Buchanan County, IA (2008) 
Source: Russell and Graybeal (2013) 
Figure 2.10: Cross Section of Pi-shaped Girder 
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2.2.3.1     Utilization of UHPC joints and connections 
While it is recognized that precast bridge components can provide high durability, 
conventional joints are often the weakest link in a bridge deck system. During the period of 
2006 and 2016, more than 200 precast bridges have been completed utilizing UHPC field-
cast connections (Perry and Corvez 2016). The UHPC joints are filled with UHPC and 
reinforcing steel is lapped across the joint. The lap length of reinforcing steel is based on the 
reference from Design and Construction of Field-Cast UHPC Connections (Graybeal 2014). 
UHPC field-cast connections have been used to connect bridge precast elements such as: full 
depth precast deck panels (shown in Figure 2.11), side-by-side box girders, side-by-side 
Deck Bulb-Tees, live-load continuity connections, precast approach slabs to abutments, curbs 
to decks, piles to abutments and in the haunches (to provide horizontal shear for composite 
construction) (Perry and Seibert 2013). 
 
 
 
Source: Perry and Seibert (2013) 
Figure 2.11: Typical Section through a Transverse, Full-Depth Precast Panel Joint 
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In 2009, the first highway bridge using UHPC joints between full-depth deck panels 
was constructed in the United States. Since then, 17 bridges of its kind have been built in US. 
As of 2013, there are about six states that have built precast deck panel bridges with UHPC 
joints (Liu and Schiff 2016). In 2012, 13 bridges were completed using this technology and 
in 2013, more than 30 bridges with UHPC elements were completed in multiple state and 
provincial jurisdictions in the USA and Canada (Perry and Corvez 2016). 
The following pages will detail the first highway bridge using UHPC joints in 2009 
and, in addition, the application of UHPC joints in different projects on three different states; 
New York, Illinois, and New Jersey. 
 
2.2.3.1.1     UHPC in New York 
New York’s extensive state and local highway network that annually handles over 
130 billion vehicle miles driven on the system is often in need of repair or replacement of 
bridge deck and bridge superstructure. It has a long history of using Prefabricated Bridge 
Elements and Systems (PBES) for accelerating bridge construction to maintain acceptable 
levels of mobility. Starting from 2008, NYSDOT has been deeply involved in the 
development, testing, trial application and utilization of field-cast UHPC joints between 
prefabricated elements for ABC (Royce 2016). As of now NYSDOT has successfully 
completed the construction of 30 bridges utilizing UHPC connections of prefabricated 
elements. Royce (2016) presents the NYSDOT’s experience with ABC using PBES with 
field-cast UHPC joints. In this paper, four case studies are mentioned and detailed. These 
case studies alongside the development of an innovative link slab design utilizing UHPC will 
be discussed and summarized in the following pages. 
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Case Study 1, 2009, deals with the first field application of UHPC joints in bridge 
construction in New York as well as in the country, the superstructure replacement of Route 
31 over Canandaigua Outlet. An 85 feet single span bridge with limited available beam depth 
shown in Figure 2.12.  
 
 
 
Longitudinal UHPC connections joints were used with Deck Bulb-Tees (DBT). 
Royce (2016) explains that this was implemented to shorten construction times and make the 
system even more durable than CIP systems. The material supplier educated the contractor 
about the importance of leak-proof forms before placing UHPC. The top quarter inch of the 
Source: Royce (2016) 
Figure 2.12: NYSDOT - Case Study 1: Route 31 over Canandaigua Outlet  
DBT in Place before UHPC Placement 
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UHPC joint fill has a tendency to have a low quality material which needs to be removed; 
therefore, joints were overfilled to ensure that the entire finished joint was filled with high 
quality material. The success of this experience led to design and construction of several 
bridge superstructures with prefabricated deck beam elements with UHPC joints. 
Case Study 2, 2009, details the second application which was a construction of a 127-
ft. single span steel girder bridge precast concrete deck with UHPC joints near Oneonta, NY, 
Figure 2.13. UHPC placement operation was completed in two days without any major 
problems. Royce (2016) says it could have been completed in a day if the contractor had 
provided sufficient labor and had larger UHPC mixers. Careful storage of the UHPC pre-mix 
through the storage period was observed because any moisture penetration into the premix 
powder will result in the formation of silica balls the UHPC mix (Royce 2016). To reduce or 
eliminate this problem, supplier made improvements in the packaging and storage of the 
material as well as the mixing process. During the placement of UHPC in the joints a few 
areas of leakage were noticed and corrected during construction. NYSDOT contract 
documents currently alert the contractors about the need for water-tight forms (Royce 2016). 
Both case studies utilized prefabricated components and obtained considerable 
reduction of construction time compared to conventional methods. After these projects were 
completed, needs for further improvements in this technology were identified to achieve 
acceleration of construction. Among them were, firstly, the use of overlays over the precast 
components. These were problematic when concrete overlays were used due to the needed 
cure time and their avoidance was a desirable improvement. As a solution NYSDOT 
developed precast deck systems that have ½ inch sacrificial thickness for diamond grinding 
after the completion of the deck to obtain a smooth riding surface. Two types of composite 
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connections were developed in order to avoid the overlays. UHPC haunches with open stud 
pockets in addition to the joints and hidden haunches with two types of fill material, 
cementitious grout or UHPC. Cementitious grout fill material needed 6 inch studs penetrating 
above the bottom layer of the deck reinforcement. UHPC filled haunches were designed with 
3 inch studs. The idea behind this approach is that shorter development is achievable in the 
UHPC due to its high sustained tensile strength. UHPC filled haunches with 3 inch studs was 
the most efficient way of construction though the material cost is bit higher. Secondly, 
acceleration of compressive strength gain of the UHPC joints was identified as another 
desirable improvement. 14 KSI was determined to be adequate for the performance of UHPC 
joints under live traffic. The available cure time for UHPC was determined to be 12 to 14 
hours in order to complete a deck removal and replacement during one weekend closure.  
 
 
 
Source: Royce (2016) 
Figure 2.13: NYSDOT - Case Study 2: Route 23 over Otego Creek in Oneonta  
Precast Deck Placement in Progress 
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Case Study 3 details the construction of two bridges on Route 42 over West Kill on 
Lexington, NY. A 120-ft. single span precast deck over new multi-girder steel superstructure 
with UHPC joints over the steel girders is shown in Figure 2.14. 
 
 
 
These were constructed during the winter of 2011 under an emergency contract. In 
August of 2011, the original bridges were washed out during Hurricane Irene. Stud sheer 
connectors were installed through openings in the deck panel with UHPC filled haunches and 
stud pockets. A diamond ground deck surface with no overlay was used for these bridges. 
Curing of UHPC under artificial heating was used since the ambient temperature during the 
curing time was mostly below freezing. The Department is now confident that construction 
during wintertime is feasible with the use of precast elements with UHPC. Even though 
curing of UHPC joints needs artificial heating, the heating set up is significantly less 
Source: Royce (2016) 
Figure 2.14: NYSDOT - Case Study 3: Route 42 over Westkill  
Panel Joint Placement in Progress 
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complex and the duration is shorter compared to what would be needed for a CIP operation. 
In addition, based on the Department’s past experience, artificial heating of CIP decks often 
results in deck cracking. That problem was obviously avoided with these bridges (Royce 
2016). 
Case Study 4 involves many bridges done under various contracts in different parts of 
the state. This group of bridges included a number of single span bridges, a two-span steel 
curve girder bridge and four three span bridges. Ten of these bridges are located in urban 
areas carrying interstate traffic while seven are on state highways in rural settings. The 
degree of construction acceleration was decided based on the needs of the specific location. 
About half of these bridges required deck replacement within a window of 72 hours; Friday 
night closure to early Monday morning opening to traffic. Many of them used five to ten 
days of closure time. Cost of deck replacement increased along with the degree of 
acceleration. The Department allowed the longest window feasible to keep the cost to the 
lowest possible. A typical example of one of these bridges can be observed in Figure 2.15. A 
120-ft. single span precast deck without overlay over existing multi-girder steel 
superstructure with UHPC joints over the steel girders and hidden haunches with non-shrink 
grout and studs penetrating above the bottoms of precast panels (Royce 2016). 
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In addition to the four case studies previously detailed, the NYSDOT Office of 
Structures has also developed an innovative link slab design utilizing UHPC to eliminate 
transverse deck joints wherever feasible. The link slab design assumes that the UHPC section 
is subject to bending. The link slab also acts as a semi-rigid link between spans transferring 
compressive, tensile, and shear stresses due to various loads (Royce 2016). The design of the 
link slab is influenced by variables such as span arrangement, bearing type and arrangement, 
girder end rotation due to live load, and bridge skew. A conceptual design of this link slab is 
shown in Figure 2.16. Several rehabilitation projects are being progressed within the 
Department utilizing UHPC link slabs to eliminate joints. Based on NYSDOT’s experience 
to date, link slabs are performing well with no visible cracks within the UHPC slab (Royce 
2016). A finished link slab can be seen in Figure 2.17. 
 
Source: Royce (2016) 
Figure 2.15: NYSDOT - Case Study 4: I-81 over East Castle St.  
Precast Deck Placement in Progress 
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Source: Royce (2016) 
Figure 2.16: NYSDOT - Link Slab Cross Section 
Source: Royce (2016) 
Figure 2.17: NYSDOT - Finished Link Slab 
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2.2.3.1.2     UHPC in Illinois 
Liu and Schiff (2016) present the design and construction of Illinois’s first precast 
deck Panel Bridge with UHPC joints, a $450 million Circle Interchange Project in Chicago. 
This project involves the replacement of the Peoria Street Bridge over I-290 and the Chicago 
Transit Authority (CTA) with a 3-span, continuous, steel plate girder bridge with a total 
length of 273’-0” and a bridge width of 56’-4”. Three alternatives were proposed to the 
Illinois DOT (IDOT) for consideration: 1) Precast deck panels with internal post-tensioning; 
2) AccelBridge System; and 3) Precast deck panels with UHPC joints. The IDOT decided to 
select the new generation deck system: precast deck panels with UHPC joints. 
There are 52 deck panels in total and a longitudinal UHPC joint is provided to 
accommodate the 56-ft wide bridge. Twenty different deck panels are required due to the 
complex bridge layout such as CTA train station entrance to the west, CTA staircase to the 
east, and light poles and drainage scuppers. All the transverse and longitudinal joints are 
filled with UHPC. The design of UHPC joints is based on pull out research. The UHPC 
transverse joint and longitudinal joint details are shown in Figure 2.18 and Figure 2.19, 
respectively. The shear stud pockets are filled with non-shrink grout. The shear stud pocket 
detail is presented in Figure 2.20. Shear stud pockets utilizing UHPC will be presented in the 
next subsection. Deck construction started in May, 2015. It took about 10 days to complete 
deck panel construction. 
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Source: Liu and Schiff (2016) 
Figure 2.18: Circle Interchange Project - UHPC Transverse Joint 
Source: Liu and Schiff (2016) 
Figure 2.19: Circle Interchange Project - UHPC Longitudinal Joint 
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2.2.3.1.3     UHPC in New Jersey 
The Pulaski Skyway is a three and one-half mile long viaduct located in northern 
New Jersey that serves as a direct link to New York City via the Holland Tunnel. Because of 
the critical nature of the Skyway to the region’s transportation, and the narrowness of the 
structure making it difficult to perform maintenance without impacting traffic, the New 
Jersey DOT (NJDOT) desired to ensure that the new bridge deck would have a service life of 
75-years with little maintenance required during that time period. Consequently, plant-cast 
concrete deck panels with stainless steel reinforcing bars and field-cast UHPC panel closure 
joints were selected as the redecking system. McDonagh and Foden (2016) details the 
benefits of UHPC for the rehabilitation of the four-lane, 3.5-mile long Pulaski Skyway. This 
is discussed and summarized in the following pages. 
Source: Liu and Schiff (2016) 
Figure 2.20: Circle Interchange Project - Shear Stud Pocket 
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UHPC is being used in three specific situations on the Pulaski Skyway. For the 
transverse panel-to-panel joints throughout the project, to fill the shear connections and 
haunches between the panels and the steel framing, and to fill the longitudinal joint at the 
median of the bridge. Each of these uses will be described and the benefits will be detailed. 
The majority of transverse panel-to-panel joints on the project are 8 inches wide, as 
shown in Figure 2.21. The high strength of UHPC results in short reinforcing bar 
development and lap splice lengths, which enables the use of very narrow panel joints. This 
maximizes the amount of precast concrete deck and minimizes the amount of CIP material, 
which results in time savings. The fast cure time means that in as little as 24 hours after 
pouring the joints, the panels can be put in service, either for construction or service loads. 
The high flowability of UHPC means that there is a very low risk of unconsolidated material 
or air pockets in the joints. Finally, the deck panels are more likely to crack and see 
reinforcing bar corrosion than the joints because of high durability of UHPC combined with 
the high strength. This ensures that all of the durability measures incorporated into the 
precast panels themselves will be fully realized and not compromised by the panel joints. 
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The typical full-depth precast concrete panel used for the new Pulaski Skyway deck 
has rectangular shear pockets to facilitate the connection between the panels and the shear 
studs, so that the panels will act compositely with the underlying steel framing. The panels 
are also connected to the stringers and floor beams, although rather than using rectangular 
block-outs, the entire length of underlying stringers and floor beams are blocked out. The 
haunches are beneath the panel between the pockets for the typical precast panel but integral 
with the continuous block-outs for the panels. These haunches and shear pockets were not 
originally designed to be UHPC, as can be seen in Figure 2.22 which indicates two different 
grouts, Type A and Type B. However, the contractor elected to use UHPC in order to 
combine the pocket with the haunch as well as with the transverse joints into a single pour. 
The high strength of UHPC in the pockets gave the designers and contractor some added 
flexibility over shear stud placement. Since minimum shear stud spacing criteria are typically 
Source: McDonagh and Foden (2016) 
Figure 2.21: Pulaski Skyway - Typical Transverse Joint 
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based on local failure of the concrete around the stud, the extremely high strength of the 
UHPC meant that the designers could accept tighter spacing of shear studs when conditions 
required it. 
 
 
 
 
Like the transverse joints, the fast curing time means that the panels can be put in 
service in as little as 24 hours. The high flowability of the UHPC was critical for the 
haunches, which were as thin as 5/8 inch. The high durability and low permeability of the 
UHPC ensures that the shear pockets and block-outs, as the transverse joints, will never 
become weak points in the precast deck systems (McDonagh and Foden 2016). 
Source: McDonagh and Foden (2016) 
Figure 2.22: Pulaski Skyway - Typical Shear Pocket Detail 
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In order to maintain partial traffic during the redecking operation, only half of the 
Skyway was permitted to be closed at any time. Therefore, the presence of the existing 
southbound roadway carrying two lanes of traffic was a restriction for construction of the 
new northbound deck, which also had to be configured to carry two lanes of traffic when 
completed so that the existing southbound deck could be replaced with traffic on the 
northbound side. This arrangement meant that very little open space was available between 
the existing southbound deck and the new northbound deck for the extension of rebar 
necessary to make the two halves continuous in the final condition. This open space was 
typically only 10 inches to 12 inches wide. As a result, the high strength of UHPC was 
critical for this application. The designers detailed 6 inch long rebar hooks extending out of 
the edge of the northbound precast panels along the median. This provided more than enough 
extension to ensure that these bars would be fully developed in the UHPC median concrete. 
Later, the southbound precast panels, which will have the advantage of a 3 feet typical open 
median, will have straight rebar extending out of the panels along the median with a typical 
12 inch extension. Lastly, a set of straight reinforcing bars, 2’-8” long will be placed in the 
median, lapping the rebar extending from both northbound and southbound panels, as shown 
in Figure 2.23. Thanks to the high strength of the UHPC, this rebar will have fully developed 
lap splices to the rebar extending from each panel, thereby ensuring that the rebar that 
extends transversely across the bridge is continuous between both edges of the bridge and 
across the median.  
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Once again, with the UHPC curing in as little as 24 hours, construction can continue 
and the median can be loaded rather rapidly. Furthermore, the fluidity of the UHPC 
eliminates any concern for air pockets or unconsolidated concrete that could be caused by the 
anchors for the metal median barrier that are to be cast in the median. Finally, as with the 
transverse panel joints, this continuous longitudinal panel joint will be stronger and more 
durable than the panels it is connecting, thereby ensuring the long-term durability of the 
entire deck system. 
In conclusion, with UHPC employed for nearly all precast panel connections, the 
connections are no longer the weak points as they traditionally are, both in terms of strength 
and durability. Instead, the connections are the strongest and most durable points of the deck 
system, stronger and more durable than the precast deck panels with shop-cast concrete and 
corrosion-resistant rebar, all of which is expected to eliminate the need for major deck 
maintenance over the next 75 years (McDonagh and Foden 2016). 
 
 
Source: McDonagh and Foden (2016) 
Figure 2.23: Pulaski Skyway - Typical Median Detail 
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2.2.4     Current Situation 
Several examples of UHPC joints were presented in this thesis and many more can be 
found in the literature and in the field. These completed projects prove to the industry that the 
technology is working and meets the needs of the users and owners. With this, codes and 
standards are required. Currently, structural design guides have been written in countries on 
every continent, except Africa and North America. In 2013, the American Concrete Institute 
(ACI) established committee ACI-239 ‘UHPC’. In 2015, the American Society of Testing 
and Materials (ASTM) began to write standards that recognize UHPC. In Canada, the 
Canadian Standards Association is writing standards on UHPC. All of these organizations are 
in the early stages of developing codes and standards for UHPC (Perry and Corvez 2016). 
With more applications and research realized with the material, more experience will be 
gained with the technology and with it, acceptance in the bridge design and construction 
industry should grow. 
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2.3     Modeling And Analysis Of Bridges 
Various bridge components needed to be modeled and analyzed using Finite Element 
(FE) models to further develop the research. A review of the literature was realized to 
provide the research team the necessary tools to comply with these needs and requirements. 
 
2.3.1     Modeling of Bridge Components 
Different modeling practices for concrete decks and steel girders were reviewed in the 
literature. With this information comes different forms of the consideration of boundary 
conditions and constraints between the concrete deck and steel girders. These factors have to 
be included in the FE models to properly analyze the structures. Four papers were compared 
in terms of their modeling practices. The similarities and differences between the four papers 
will be highlighted in the discussion presented in the following pages. 
 
2.3.1.1     Concrete and steel elements 
Biggs et al. (2000) detailed the development of FE models used in order to analyze 
the composite action and global response of the reinforced-concrete deck and steel girders. In 
this model, concrete deck elements were modeled as shell elements S4R. A 4-node doubly 
curved thin or thick shell, reduced integration, hourglass control, finite membrane strains. 
Steel girder elements were modeled as three-dimensional, first order, beam elements B31OS. 
A 2-node linear open-section beam in space. Similarly, Klein (2006) developed separate FE 
models of composite bridge deck bridges with reinforced concrete slabs and longitudinal 
steel girders. The models varied in girder spacing to find the optimum case with the response 
obtained from the FE results. For both the concrete deck and the steel girders, shell elements 
S4R were utilized. The model is shown in Figure 2.24 in the results stage of the modeling. 
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Source: Klein (2006) 
Figure 2.24: Klein (2006) - Full 3-D FE Model 
 
Bengtsson and Widén (2010) discussed the development of FE models that were 
realized to investigate fatigue cracks observed in the Vårby Bridge near Stockholm, Sweden. 
The Vårby Bridge is modeled with 3-D deformable shell elements for all elements including 
both the concrete deck and the steel girders. The composite bridge model is build up from 
four different parts for the steel details and one part representing the concrete deck. The deck 
is divided into a number of different strips along the bridge in order to simulate the different 
thicknesses of the concrete deck (Bengtsson and Widén 2010). These can be seen in Figure 
2.25 and Figure 2.26. A full view of the model can be seen in Figure 2.27. 
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Source: Bengtsson and Widén (2010) 
Figure 2.25: Vårby Bridge 2010 - Steel Girders 
 
 
Source: Bengtsson and Widén (2010) 
Figure 2.26: Vårby Bridge 2010 - Concrete Deck 
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Source: Bengtsson and Widén (2010) 
Figure 2.27: Vårby Bridge 2010 - Full 3-D FE Model 
 
In further developments of the Vårby Bridge investigation, numerical analysis and 
model updating was in order. Keiwan and Fadi (2015) developed FE models with a wide 
range of parameter combinations. In these models, the concrete deck was modeled as shell 
elements while beam elements were used in most of the steel girders and crossbeams. Shell 
elements were used in the main girders. The main girders were identified as the girders that 
were monitored with strain gages during previous phases of the investigation. Beam elements 
can be seen in Figure 2.28 while the main girders can be seen in Figure 2.29. 
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Source: Keiwan and Fadi (2015) 
Figure 2.28: Vårby Bridge 2015 - Beam Elements 
 
 
Source: Keiwan and Fadi (2015) 
Figure 2.29: Vårby Bridge 2015 - Main Girders 
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2.3.1.2     Boundary conditions 
Both Biggs et al. (2000) and Klein (2006) modeled the steel girders of the FE models 
as simply supported structures. One end of the structure is to be pinned while the opposite 
end is a pinned/sliding restraint. The nodes chosen for the boundary condition allocation 
were located at each end of the bottom side of the girders. One end is restrained for the three 
displacement directions. The opposite end is restrained in two directions instead. The nodes 
are not supported on the longitudinal direction of the bridge. This condition results in a 
sliding behavior for the simply supported condition being modeled (Klein 2006). 
In the Vårby Bridge investigation, Bengtsson and Widén (2010) detailed the 
boundary conditions for the two main girders. There are 7 supports for the two main girders, 
C and D. The bridge is free to move in the longitudinal axis (x-axis) for both girders, but only 
for girder C in the transversal direction (z-axis). This applies for all supports, except the mid 
supports where the bearings are fixed for main girder D and partially fixed for main girder C 
(Bengtsson and Widén 2010). This is summarized in Table 2.1. 
 
Table 2.1: Vårby Bridge 2010 - Boundary Conditions 
Source: Bengtsson and Widén (2010) 
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Just like Klein (2006), the boundary conditions are attached to one node located 
directly under the web in the main girders and in line with the vertical web stiffeners. To 
represent the bearings in a reasonable way the horizontal plate under the vertical support 
stiffeners in the bottom flange are free to rotate around the node using a Multi-point 
constraint (MPC) (Bengtsson and Widén 2010). This is shown in Figure 2.30. 
 
 
Source: Bengtsson and Widén (2010) 
Figure 2.30: Vårby Bridge 2010 - Boundary Conditions MPC Link 
 
Keiwan and Fadi (2015) detailed the boundary conditions in further developments of 
the Vårby Bridge investigation. It can be noticed that boundary conditions were kept intact 
from the previously discussed. The boundary conditions depend mostly on the bearing pads 
used in a particular bridge. Since it is the same bridge under investigation, bearing pads 
remained constant during the time of both research stages. Therefore, boundary conditions 
stayed the same. 
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2.3.1.3     Constrains 
Different constraints between the concrete deck and steel girders were used across the 
four papers. Even the two papers on the Vårby Bridge investigation implemented different 
constraints. Shear studs are presented in most, if not all, steel girders bridges. Elongation of 
these studs may happen during uplift loads of the bridge deck since the shear studs are 
embedded into the concrete. The studs would prevent the lift of the deck from the top flange 
of the girders. Different ways of modeling this constraint were seen across the papers. These 
are detailed below. 
Biggs et al. (2000) modeled the constraints between the concrete deck and steel 
girders by employing MPCs similar to the one shown in Figure 2.30. On the other hand, 
Klein (2006) used tie constraints assuming full interaction between the two elements and 
transference of all degrees of freedom. 
Similarly to Klein (2006), Bengtsson and Widén (2010) also used tie constraints 
between the concrete deck and the steel girders in the FE models of the Vårby Bridge 
investigation. In future phases, Keiwan and Fadi (2015) employed very different constraints 
on multiple elements of the FE model. Since the main girders were modeled as a combination 
of beam elements and shell elements, these different elements had to be connected for a 
continuous beam behavior. MPCs were employed to connect the two. MPCs were also used 
to connect the crossbeams to the main girders. Web stiffeners were modeled in the main 
girders and were used as the source of the MPCs. Both applications of MPCs can be seen in 
Figure 2.31 and Figure 2.32. 
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Source: Keiwan and Fadi (2015) 
Figure 2.31: Vårby Bridge 2015 - Main Girders Constraints 
 
 
Source: Keiwan and Fadi (2015) 
Figure 2.32: Vårby Bridge 2015 - Crossbeam Constraints 
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The interaction between the concrete deck and the steel girders was modified from 
the previous phase of the Vårby Bridge investigation. Previously, these two elements were 
connected with a tie constraint between the bottom surface of the concrete deck and the top 
face of the top flanges of the main steel girders. In this phase of the investigation, the 
connection was modeled with linear axial springs. These linear axial springs connect the 
main steel girder and the concrete deck. The springs are modeled by using two different 
approaches; Connectors (CONN3D2) and Engineering Springs (SPRING2). The springs can 
be seen alongside the connectors (CONN3D2) approach in Figure 2.33. 
Keiwan and Fadi (2015) provides an overview of both approaches. This explanation 
is shown below. 
“When using the SPRING2 approach in Abaqus, the springs are modeled in such a 
way that they are very stiff in the y and z direction so that the only action that is active is the 
slip action between the steel and concrete, i.e. the stiffness of the spring in the x direction.” 
(Keiwan and Fadi 2015) 
“The other approach is to use connector elements, CONN3D2, where wires are 
created between the mesh-nodes of the bridge deck and the longitudinal beams. The wires are 
then assigned different properties, having rigid connections in the y and z direction and a 
defined stiffness in the x direction.” (Keiwan and Fadi 2015). 
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Source: Keiwan and Fadi (2015) 
Figure 2.33: Vårby Bridge 2015 - Deck and Main Girder Constraints 
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2.3.2     Modeling of Approach Slab and Soil Support 
To further develop the deck over backwall concept, FE models of full-scale bridges 
had to be modified to factor in the possible effects of the concept on the existing structures. 
The concept includes an approach slab extending from the existing bridge deck on one end to 
the roadway pavement on the other. A review on the literature of approach slab modeling 
was realized. 
Rajek (2010) used FE models for the analysis of possible causes of approach slab 
deterioration. The model included the bridge roadway, approach slab, abutment, and fill as 
they all related to approach slab deterioration. Parametric studies were performed to 
determine the influential parameters that contribute to the deterioration of the approach slab. 
Rajek (2010) lists the parameters as void geometry, abutment height, approach slab length, 
soil stiffness, concrete stiffness, and joint restrictions (the joint between the roadway and 
approach slab). 
The approach slab incorporated in the model was made to conform to Wisconsin 
DOT (WisDOT) standard specifications. WisDOT specifies a length of 15’-8” and a 
thickness of 1 foot for their standard approach slabs (Rajek 2010). The width of the approach 
slab was the minimum lane width (12 feet) as defined by the 2007 AASHTO Specifications. 
Rajek (2010) explains that friction was the primary constraint utilized in the model to control 
all concrete to concrete and soil-to-concrete interactions. The coefficient of friction used to 
define all concrete-to-concrete interactions was taken from section 11.6.4.3 of ACI 318-08 
Plane strain and plane stress elements were used in the model. Plane strain 
quadrilateral quadratic elements with reduced integration were used for the soil region 
(Helwany 2007). Plane stress quadrilateral quadratic elements with reduced integration were 
used for all concrete parts. 
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A section view of the model is shown in Figure 2.34 with all the pertinent elements 
denominated.  
 
 
Source: Rajek (2010) 
Figure 2.34: Rajek (2010) - Section View 
 
A vertical displacement restraint was implemented at the bottom of the soil to 
simulate very stiff natural soils or bedrock at depth. Horizontal displacement restraints were 
placed at the sides of the soil. The bottom of the abutment was fixed to simulate a rigid pile 
and pile connection (Rajek 2010). These can be seen in Figure 2.35. 
 
 
Source: Rajek (2010) 
Figure 2.35: Rajek (2010) - Boundary Conditions 
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The soil was modeled as a compacted sandy soil using the elastoplastic Mohr-
Coulomb material model within Abaqus. The sand emulated in the model was modeled after 
Portage Sand, as discussed by Schuettpelz et al. (2010). Soil properties are shown in Table 
2.2. 
Table 2.2: Rajek (2010) - Soil Properties 
Source: Rajek (2010) 
 
 
 
The geometry of the settlement trench formed under the approach slab was varied in 
the parametric study. The settlement trench geometries throughout the parametric study are 
shown in Figure 2.36. These are in general agreement with observations of Cosgrove and 
Lehane (2003). 
It is explained that “while standard practice dictates that the angle of the settlement 
trench be equal to the constant volume friction angle (32.5 degrees), the model utilized for 
this study set the angle of the settlement trench at approximately 26.5 degrees. This was 
assumed accurate as the saturation of the soil and water pressure buildup within the soil 
would cause an increase in pore pressures. The effective stress of the soil would decrease as a 
result of the increase in pore pressure.” (Rajek 2010) 
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Source: Rajek (2010) 
Figure 2.36: Rajek (2010) - Trench Geometry 
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CHAPTER 3.    JOINT DETAILING 
Further development of the deck over backwall concept will be presented in this 
chapter. The Iowa DOT realized a joint detailing taking into account the various options 
proposed by the research team and other factors. 
The research team assisted the Iowa DOT in developing a plan that conforms to the 
deck over backwall concept and the Iowa DOT Bridge Approach Standards. The research 
team proposed various options to the Iowa DOT with numerous factors and variations being 
taken into account. 
 
3.1     Research Team Options 
The research team identified numerous factors that were considered while developing 
their options. These factors included the reinforcing steel continuity requirements, connection 
between new precast or CIP panel and the existing bridge deck, joint between new precast or 
CIP panel and backwall, concrete materials for new approach slab and sleeper slab, etc. 
For all approach slab details in the proposed options, the research team used the Iowa 
DOT Bridge Approach Standards. The corresponding approach slab BR-205, a double 
reinforced 12” approach slab, can be seen in Figure 3.1. 
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Three main options were developed by the research team. A CIP approach slab with a 
dowel reinforcement joint between the new approach slab and the existing bridge deck. A 
precast approach slab with a UHPC joint and a dowel reinforcement joint between the new 
approach slab and the existing bridge deck. The third option is a hybrid of the first and 
second options. A precast form slab rests on the supporting soil with a CIP approach slab. 
Just as the first option, it includes a dowel reinforcement joint between the new approach slab 
and the existing bridge deck. All three options are supported by a sleeper slab in the opposite 
end of the abutment interface. A full view of the abutment interface with the CIP options is 
shown in Figure 3.2. All three options are shown in Figure 3.3. 
In discussions between the research team and the Iowa DOT, various elements of 
these options saw the possibility of alteration. For example, the dowel reinforcement joint in 
the first and third options could be replaced by continuity of the reinforcing steel of the 
exiting bridge deck. The concrete in the bridge deck area could be removed through 
hydrodemolition while preserving both the top and bottom longitudinal reinforcement bars of 
the existing bridge deck. 
Source: Iowa DOT Office of Design (2018) 
Figure 3.1: Iowa DOT Bridge Approach Standards 
Double Reinforced 12” Approach - Slab Bridge 
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Figure 3.2: Detailing Options - Full View of Cast-In-Place Option 
 
 
Figure 3.3: Detailing Options 
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In discussions between the research team and the Iowa DOT, the option of using 
micropiles in the sleeper slab was brought up and considered. The reasoning behind the 
possibility of implementing micropiles in the sleeper slab is that if settlement occurs in the 
sleeper slab interface, the approach slab will undergo unwanted deflection. With this 
deflection, negative moment and rotation will be transferred to the abutment interface and the 
existing bridge deck. The use of micropiles to support the sleeper slab would combat these 
concerns by minimizing the settlement of the sleeper slab and, therefore, the possible 
deflection of the approach slab. A joint detailing was developed by the research team for this 
option using the CIP option shown in Figure 3.3. The micropiles option can be seen in Figure 
3.4. Further soil study would have to be conducted if this option is to be implemented to 
provide the necessary micropile detailing in terms of which sections to be used and for how 
deep the micropiles would be driven. In addition, the number of micropiles and their 
arrangements would have to be studied and not necessarily as shown in the figure. 
 
 
Figure 3.4: Detailing Options - Micropiles Option 
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3.2     Iowa Department of Transportation Joint Detailing 
The Iowa DOT developed their own joint detailing of the deck over backwall concept 
considering the various options presented by the research team, the discussions that took 
place with the research team over early development of their joint, as shown in Figure 3.5. 
The Iowa DOT considered their own construction practices, and their own experiences and 
preferences to further develop their joint. The joint detailing is shown in Figure 3.6, Figure 
3.7, Figure 3.8, and Figure 3.9. These figures show the concrete removal process, a section 
view, the saw cut and seal detailing, and a plan view respectively. 
 
 
Source: Iowa DOT 
Figure 3.5: Iowa DOT Joint - Preliminary Detailing 
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It can be seen in the figure below that the Iowa DOT chose to go with the option of 
having steel continuity of the reinforcing steel of the exiting bridge deck. The concrete in the 
bridge deck area should be removed while preserving both the top and bottom longitudinal 
reinforcement bars of the existing bridge deck. This is clearly stated in the figure. 
 
Source: Iowa DOT 
Figure 3.6: Iowa DOT Joint - Concrete Removal Process 
 
The detailing of the reinforcement bars is provided in Figure 3.7. Detailing of the 
curb and the new approach slab is also shown. A joint is provided 15 feet from the abutment 
stud wall. In addition, no sleeper slab or connection is provided at the opposite end of the 
abutment interface. Possible options for these two joints include the sleeper slab shown in the 
research team options, a subdrain, or Iowa DOT’s own EF joint, CF joint, or CD joint. A 
combination of those previously mentioned can also be implemented, for example a CF joint 
and a sleeper slab. 
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Source: Iowa DOT 
Figure 3.7: Iowa DOT Joint - Section View 
 
Source: Iowa DOT 
Figure 3.8: Iowa DOT Joint - Saw Cut and Seal Detailing 
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Figure 3.8 details the option of a saw cut and seal joint at the abutment interface. This 
joint would aid the performance of the deck over backwall concept should the approach slab 
deflect a considerable amount. This deflection would transfer negative moments and rotation 
into the existing bridge deck. The saw cut and seal joint would prevent these moments from 
fully transferring into the existing bridge deck and prevent rotation from affecting driving 
comfort. 
 
Source: Iowa DOT 
Figure 3.9: Iowa DOT Joint - Plan View 
 
The figure above shows a plan view of the joint developed by the Iowa DOT. 
Reinforcement bars details can be seen in the figure. All reinforcement bars in both the 
longitudinal and transverse direction are shown in the detailing. Spacing between 
reinforcement bars is shown as 1 foot for all directions. Splice lengths are specified in both 
the longitudinal and transverse directions. 
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CHAPTER 4.    FINITE ELEMENT MODELING AND ANALYSIS 
Two case study bridges were worked on throughout the course of the research. The 
first bridge is located on I-35 (Northbound, 049310) and I-35 (Southbound, 049320) 3.3 
miles South of SR E-18, over Bear Creek, Story County. The second bridge is located in IA-
330/Marshalltown Blvd 2.5 miles Southwest of Melbourne, over North Skunk River, 
Marshall County. Here in after, these bridges will be denoted as the Story County bridge and 
the Marshall County bridge. 
The selected bridges were analyzed using FE models that were developed to model 
the conditions of the bridges presented in the original drawing plans. The information for the 
FE analyses was obtained from as-built drawing, design documents and expansion joint 
specifications shown in Appendix A and Appendix B for the Story County bridge and the 
Marshall County bridge respectively. 
For the analysis, AASHTO Specifications were followed to evaluate the behavior of 
the bridges. The analysis results will eventually be used to identify critical conditions to 
guide the development of a plan for post-construction testing of the structures, and to 
correlate field responses and predictions. Subsequently, the models may be calibrated using 
the future field test results in order to increase their accuracy. The verification of the models 
will permit their confident use for designing expansion joints in the future. 
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4.1     Story County Bridge 
A full 3-D model was realized in Abaqus FEA for the bridge under investigation. 
This model includes a concrete bridge deck supported by welded plate steel girders and 
diaphragms that rest on abutments at the ends and piers. A full 3-D model can be seen in 
Figure 4.1 with a sectional view in Figure 4.2. Constraints, boundary conditions, and other 
elements had to be assigned in the model. Also, loading conditions were also incorporated in 
the model from self-weight to surface weathering to truck loading. 
An 8 inch by 338 feet bridge deck was modeled as a C3D8R element, which is an 8-
nodeelement with linear brick, reduced integration, hourglass control. In addition, C3D8R 
was utilized for all concrete parts in the model, including the abutments and piers with their 
corresponding column and beam dimensions. The steel superstructure is composed of welded 
plate steel girders and transversal diaphragms at the ends and over the piers. The web and 
flanges of the welded plate girders as well as the diaphragms were modeled as S4R, 4-node 
doubly curved thin or thick shell with reduced integration, hourglass control, and finite 
membrane strains. For the flanges of the welded plate girders, width and thickness were 
modeled per the drawing plans. All steel superstructure was merged together. This can be 
appreciated in Figure 4.3. 
This model underwent an elastic analysis. Only mass density and elastic properties 
like Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio were needed for to realize the analysis 
successfully. The mass density utilized for the concrete and steel derived from their specific 
weight of 150 lb/ft3 and 490 lb/ft3 respectively. As for the Young’s modulus and Poisson’s 
ratio, 3,718 ksi and 0.15 was utilized for concrete and 29,000 ksi and 0.3 for the steel. In 
addition, the coefficient of thermal expansion for both concrete and steel was determined to 
be 5.5E-6 1/°F and 6.5E-6 1/°F respectively. 
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Figure 4.1: Story - Full 3-D FE Model 
 
 
Figure 4.2: Story - Section View 
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Figure 4.3: Story - Steel Superstructure 
 
Boundary conditions were assigned on the abutment’s vertical and horizontal faces 
that are in the direction of the supporting soil. Vertical faces have horizontal constraints and, 
vice versa, horizontal faces have vertical constraints. A fixed boundary condition was 
assigned to the bottom face of the pier columns simulating the foundations that rest under the 
top soil. Boundary conditions can be seen in Figure 4.4 marked in red at the abutment and on 
the bottom face of the pier. Tie constraints were assigned between the beams and columns of 
the piers. Tie constraints were also assigned between the top flanges of all the welded plate 
girders and the bottom surface of the bridge deck. Connection wires were utilized between 
the steel girders and the abutments and piers to simulate the rocker and fixed bearings at the 
points of interest. All reaction values presented in the following pages correspond to these 
connection wires. 
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4.1.1     Convergence Study 
The model was trialed on numerous occasions with different meshing sizes. Results 
stabilized at an approximate meshing size of 5 inches. A meshing size of 4 inches was 
determined to be the most effective for the model at this point. The time elapsed to complete 
the analysis for a meshing size of 3 inches was almost five times as much as the time elapsed 
for a meshing size of 4 inches. This can be recognized in Table 4.1. The time elapsed for 
each trial in shown for all mesh sizes along with their deflection values. A graph of the 
different values that were trialed with their results can be observed in Figure 4.5. With a 
mesh size of 4 inches, the structure was modeled using 332,627 elements, 437,973 nodes, 
and 1,663,341 variables. 
Figure 4.4: Story - Boundary Conditions 
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Table 4.1: Story - Mesh Convergence Study 
Mesh Size (in) Max Deflection at Midspan (in) Time Elapsed (s) 
8 1.242 108.4 
6 1.248 178.6 
5 1.035 416.1 
4.5 1.031 552 
4 1.032 785.2 
3.5 1.031 1056.6 
3 1.031 4641 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.5: Story - Mesh Convergence Study 
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4.1.2     Validation With Original Plans  
The information needed to realize the FE model and analysis for the Story County 
bridge was obtained from its original drawing plans. Abutment and pier reactions can be 
observed in such plans and in Table 4.2. These reactions were the source of comparison for 
the results obtained from the FE analysis shown in the next section. It is important to mention 
that the FE model does not fully incorporate all the elements shown in the plans but includes 
the most pertinent ones. 
 
Table 4.2: Story - Abutment and Pier Reactions from the Drawing Plans 
Source: Story County Bridge Plans 
 
Abutment Reactions (kips) Pier Reactions (kips) 
Exterior Interior Exterior Interior 
DL #1 31 47.1 113.4 172.1 
DL #2 21.5 4.5 74.5 15.5 
ULL - - 67 78 
CLL - - 19.6 22.8 
HS-20-16 48.2 56.3 - - 
Impact 10.6 12.3 17.9 20.8 
Total 111.3 120.2 292.4 309.2 
 
Dead load #1 includes weight of slab, girders, and diaphragms.  
Dead Load #2 includes weight of curbs, rail, and future wearing surface. 
 
Notice that an HS-20-16 truck load is shown in the table above. References to this 
truck load were not found in the literature. Therefore, the truck load was assumed to be an 
HS-20-44 truck loading condition and it was allocated in the same manner as the rest in the 
FE model. Even though this truck load was assumed to be HS-20-44, it is referred to as HS-
20-16 in the discussion. 
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4.1.2.1     Dead load reactions and deflection 
Self-weight was included in the whole model. A surface weathering loading condition 
of 19 lb/ft2 over the roadway was also added. Curb loading on 1.5 feet of the edges was 
added as a surface area simulating a 2’8” by 1 feet area of concrete by the entire length of the 
bridge deck. Results for dead load deflection and a comparative loading conditions table can 
be appreciated in Figure 5 and Table 2. 
 
 
Source: Story County Bridge Plans 
Figure 4.6: Story - Anticipated Dead Load Deflection 
 
 
Figure 4.7: Story - Deformation Contour Plot for Dead Load 
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The maximum deflection obtained was approximately 1 inch at the center of the 
bridge. This value correlates with the value obtained from the original drawing plans. The 
resulting abutment and pier reactions were tabulated and compared with the values obtained 
from the drawing plans. Two dead load loading conditions were considered for the pier and 
abutment reactions. Lower percentages of difference were achieved in the exterior reactions 
than in the interior reactions mainly due to oversimplification used on the original drawing 
regarding the curb and railing load. Both pier reactions show low percentages in the total 
reaction, 2.45% for the exterior support and 5.48% for the interior support. Abutment 
reactions also show low percentages of difference for the total reaction, 2.69% and 0.22% for 
the exterior and interior reactions respectively. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ext % diff Int % diff Ext % diff Int % diff
DL #1 33.08 6.71 44.54 5.44 124.87 10.11 154.39 10.29
DL #2 18.01 16.24 6.95 54.47 58.43 21.57 22.94 48.00
Total 51.09 2.69 51.49 0.22 183.30 2.45 177.33 5.48
Pier Reactions (kips)Abutment Reactions (kips)
Table 4.3: Story - Dead Load Abutment and Pier Reactions 
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4.1.2.2     Temperature loading 
Temperature loading was also modeled. Rocker and expansion plate settings from the 
original drawing plans can be seen in Table 4.4. A shrinkage and expansion of 0.5 inches can 
be seen at 10 degrees F and 90 degrees F respectively with a base temperature of 50 degrees 
F. Results from the FE modeling can be seen in Figure 4.8.  
 
 
 
 
Table 4.4: Story - Expansion Plate Settings 
Source: Story County Bridge Plans 
 
Figure 4.8: Story - Deformation Contour Plot for Temperature Loading 
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A maximum deformation of approximately 0.5 inches was obtained from the FE 
modeling. This value matches the original plan value previously shown. The result obtained 
from the FE modeling was also compared to the value obtained with Equation (1). 
∆𝐿 =  𝛼∆𝑇𝐿 
(1) 
where ΔL is the change in length, α is the coefficient of thermal expansion of the material, 
ΔT is the change in temperature, and L is the original length.  
For the Story County bridge, the original length is taken as half of the total length of 
the bridge deck, 169 feet or 2028 inches, resulting in a change in length of approximately 
0.45 inches when the change of temperature equals 40 degrees F and the coefficient of 
thermal expansion of concrete is used, 5.5E-6 1/°F. The value obtained results in a 
percentage of difference of 10% from the original plan value and the FE results. 
 
4.1.2.3     Live load reactions and deflection 
HS-20-44 AASHTO Specifications truck loading conditions were modeled and 
placed on top of the bridge deck. According to the AASHTO Specifications, the wheel loads 
were assumed as uniformly distributed over an area of 20 inches by 10 inches. The wheel 
spacing and loading is shown in Figure 4.9. A linear load of 0.640 kips per linear foot of lane 
over a 10 feet width was also included in the truck loading conditions. This was modeled as a 
surface area over the length of the bridge. Concentrated loads and linear load can be seen in 
Figure 4.10. 
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Impact loads were also considered. A 20% impact load of the concentrated load from 
the tires was modeled. This impact load is derived from Equation (2). 
𝐼 =  
50
𝐿 + 125
 ≤  0.3 
(2) 
where L is the longest span of the bridge in feet. 
Source: Ryan et al. (2012) 
Figure 4.9: HS-20-44 Loading Conditions and Tire Spacing 
Source: Ryan et al. (2012) 
Figure 4.10: HS-20-44 Loading Conditions and Uniform Live Load 
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For the Story County bridge, the longest span is equal to 132 feet therefore resulting 
in an impact load of approximately 19.46%. Because of this, a 20% impact load was used. 
 
4.1.2.3.1     Controlling truck loading conditions 
A 3-D model was created in VBridge. This program was used to verify the 
controlling truck loading conditions to maximize the desired result (deflection, pier reactions, 
abutment reactions). The 3-D model can be seen in Figure 4.11. HS-20-44 AASHTO 
Specifications truck loading conditions were modeled and placed on top of the bridge deck. 
Controlling truck loading conditions for abutment reactions, pier reactions, and deflection 
can be seen in Figure 4.12, Figure 4.13, and Figure 4.14 respectively. Lane load allocation 
can be seen in Figure 4.15, Figure 4.16, and Figure 4.17 as well. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.11: Story - Full 3-D VBridge Model 
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Figure 4.12: Story - Controlling Truck Loading Conditions for Abutment Reactions 
Figure 4.13: Story - Controlling Truck Loading Conditions for Pier Reactions 
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Figure 4.14: Story - Controlling Truck Loading Conditions for Deflection 
Figure 4.15: Controlling Lane Load for Abutment Reactions 
Figure 4.16: Controlling Lane Load for Pier Reactions 
Figure 4.17: Controlling Lane Load for Deflection 
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4.1.2.3.2     Truck loading deflection 
The Story County bridge model was loaded with the truck loading conditions 
discussed previously. The load allocation that corresponds with maximizing deflection at the 
midspan of the bridge can be seen in Figure 4.14 for the truck load and Figure 4.17 for the 
lane load. The load in the model can be seen in Figure 4.18. Lane load can clearly be seen 
marked in red in the interior span. Two concurrent 10 feet wide pressure loads were modeled 
in the center of the roadway. The truck load can also be seen with orange. Two HS-20-44 
trucks were modeled acting over each lane load location. Results for these loading conditions 
can be seen in Figure 4.19. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.18: Story - Load Allocation for Deflection 
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From the results of the FE model, a maximum deflection at midspan of approximately 
2.5 inches was obtained. AASHTO Specifications provides certain deflection limits for 
vehicular bridges in the absence of other criteria. These limits are set as L/800 for general 
vehicular load and L/1000 for vehicular and pedestrian loads where L is the span where the 
deflection is being questioned. Since the Story County bridge does not have pedestrian loads, 
L/800 is applicable. Using the center span of the Story County bridge with L of 132 feet or 
1584 inches, the L/800 design limit come out as approximately 1.98 inches. Accounting for 
the dead load deflection shown previously, the live load resulted in a deflection of 
approximately 1.53 inches which is lower than the L/800 deflection limit. 
 
Figure 4.19: Story - Deformation Contour Plot for Deflection Truck Load 
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4.1.2.3.3     Truck loading reactions 
To maximize abutment and pier reactions, different truck loading allocation were 
needed. The load allocation that corresponds with maximizing abutment reactions can be 
seen in Figure 4.12 for the truck load and Figure 4.15 for the lane load. Also, the load 
allocation that corresponds with maximizing pier reactions can be seen in Figure 4.13 for the 
truck load and Figure 4.16 for the lane load.  
Firstly, the abutment reactions results will be discussed. The load in the model can be 
seen in Figure 4.20 marked in red. The lane load can be clearly seen in the exterior spans 
with the rear axle of the concentrated truck load at the edge of the bridge deck. Two HS-20-
44 trucks were modeled side by side with the one side of the truck axle 2 feet from the curb. 
The lane loads were modeled as two concurrent 10 feet wide pressure loads starting from the 
curb. A deformation contour plot is provided in Figure 4.21. Maximum deformation can be 
clearly seen in the exterior span where the concentrated truck load is applied. Results for 
dead load and abutment reactions can be seen in Table 4.5. A comparison between the results 
obtained from the FE model with the original plans is shown. 
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Figure 4.20: Story - Load Allocation for Abutment Reactions 
Figure 4.21: Story - Deformation Contour Plot for Abutment Reactions Truck Load 
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High percentages of difference were obtained in the truck loading values. The highest 
percentage of difference was almost 48% in the interior support for the HS-20-16 load. This 
difference attributes to the percentage of difference of 21.82% obtained in the total load for 
the interior support. The exterior support also shows high percentages as well with 14.17% 
for the HS-20-16 load and 33.27% for the impact load. The total load however only amounts 
to a percentage of difference of 1.74%. 
After careful inspection of the original plan values, it was decided that it was 
necessary to alter the truck loading conditions in the FE model to try to improve its accuracy 
when compared with the original plan values. This is due to the fact that the loads in the 
plans are calculated based on a one-dimensional bridge analysis. 
From the literature (Ryan et al. 2012), it was discovered that a 26 kip load was used 
instead of the current HS-20-44 truck loading conditions for the drawing plan values. This 
loading condition is shown in Figure 4.22. 
Ext % diff Int % diff
DL #1 33.11 6.80 44.50 5.52
DL #2 18.03 16.14 6.95 54.35
ULL - - - -
CLL - - - -
HS-20-16 55.03 14.17 83.30 47.96
Impact 7.07 33.27 11.68 5.04
Total 113.24 1.74 146.43 21.82
Abutment Reactions (kips)
Table 4.5: Story - Dead Load and Live Load Abutment Reactions 
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Source: Ryan et al. (2012) 
Figure 4.22: Truck Loading Conditions from the Drawing Plans 
 
To get the drawing plan values, the 26 kip load is divided into two axles of the truck 
and multiplied by various factors. For interior girders, it should be multiplied by the load 
distribution factor (LDF) obtained with Equation (3) 
𝐿𝐷𝐹 =  
𝑆
5.5
 
(3) 
where LDF is the load distribution factor and S is the girder spacing in feet. 
For exterior girders, Equation (4) is used with the factor calculated on Equation (5). 
𝑔 =  𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑟 
(4) 
𝑒 =  0.6 +
𝑑𝑒
10
 
(5) 
where g is the LDF for exterior girders, ginterior is the LDF for interior girders, e is a 
conversion factor from interior girder to exterior girder, and de is the distance between the 
exterior girders to the center of the curb in feet. 
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An additional factor for skewed bridges is also added and relevant for the Marshall 
County bridge yet it will not be discussed. 
In addition, judging by the magnitudes of the original plan values, it was determined 
that an impact load was applied on the lane load as well as the concentrated live load from 
the tire loads. This is contrary to the current AASHTO Specifications. 
Truck loading conditions were altered to attempt to match the drawing plan values. 
One truck was modeled instead of two with the impact load applied on the lane load as well. 
This new load allocation can be seen in Figure 4.23 with one truck in one of the exterior 
spans instead of two. Results for dead load and abutment reactions can be seen in Table 4.6. 
A comparison between the results obtained from the updated FE model with the original 
plans is shown. 
 
 
Figure 4.23: Story - Updated Load Allocation for Abutment Reactions 
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Percentages of difference lowered in the interior support after the truck loading 
conditions were altered. The HS-20-16 which had a percentage of difference of 47.96% in 
the previous discussion, now resulted in a percentage of difference of 5.64%. The total load 
of the interior support lowered from 146.43 kips to 115.24 kips. The percentage of difference 
lowered from 21.82% to 4.12%. This difference is because the interior support is now taking 
only one side of the axle from the truck. Previously, the interior support took the same axle 
plus another axle. The exterior support did not suffer major differences. The HS-20-16 load 
went from 55.03 kips to 53.34 kips and the impact load went from 7.07 kips to 10.67 kips. 
The percentage of difference for the total load on the exterior support went from 1.74% to 
3.50%. This low difference can be due to the exterior support already taking the same axle of 
the truck nearest to the curb. The HS-20-16 load decreases because there is no truck load in 
the concurrent span transversely. 
 
 
Table 4.6: Story - Dead Load and Updated Live Load Abutment Reactions 
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The pier reactions will be discussed in the following pages. The load in the model can 
be seen in Figure 4.24 marked in red. The lane load can be clearly seen in the exterior spans 
with the rear axle of the concentrated truck load at the edge of the bridge deck. Two HS-20-
44 trucks were modeled side by side with the one side of the truck axle 2 feet from the curb. 
The lane loads were modeled as two concurrent 10 feet wide pressure loads starting from the 
curb. A deformation contour plot is provided in Figure 4.25. The maximum deformation can 
be clearly seen in the exterior span where the concentrated truck load is applied. Results for 
dead load and pier reactions can be seen in Table 4.7. A comparison between the results 
obtained from the FE model with the original plans is shown. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.24: Story - Load Allocation for Pier Reactions 
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Ext % diff Int % diff
DL #1 126.23 11.31 150.29 12.68
DL #2 58.95 20.88 22.40 44.48
ULL 58.05 13.36 71.52 8.31
CLL 40.05 104.36 64.55 183.09
HS-20-16 - - - -
Impact 8.01 55.25 12.91 37.94
Total 291.29 0.38 321.66 4.03
Pier Reactions (kips)
Figure 4.25: Story - Deformation Contour Plot for Pier Reactions Truck Load 
Table 4.7: Story - Dead Load and Live Load Pier Reactions 
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High percentages of difference were obtained in the truck loading values. The highest 
percentage of difference was almost 183.09% in the interior support for the concentrated live 
load. This difference attributes to the percentage of difference of 4.03% obtained in the total 
load for the interior support. The exterior support also shows high percentages as well with 
104.36% for the concentrated live load and 55.25% for the impact load. The total load 
however only amounts to a percentage of difference of 0.38%. 
For the reasons explained previously, truck loading conditions were altered to attempt 
to match the drawing plan values. One truck was modeled instead of two with the impact 
load applied on the lane load as well. This new load allocation can be seen in Figure 4.26 
with one truck in one of the exterior spans instead of two. Results for dead load and pier 
reactions can be seen in Table 4.8. A comparison between the results obtained from the 
updated FE model with the original plans is shown. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.26: Story - Updated Load Allocation for Pier Reactions 
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Percentages of difference lowered in the interior support after the truck loading 
conditions were altered. The concentrated live load which had a percentage of difference of 
183.09% in the previous discussion, now resulted in a percentage of difference of 42.60%. 
The percentage of difference for the impact load lowered from 37.94% to 0.03%. The total 
load of the interior support lowered from 321.66 kips to 297.51 kips. The percentage of 
difference lowered from 4.03% to 3.78%. This difference is because the interior support is 
now taking only one side of the axle from the truck. Previously, the interior support took the 
same axle plus another axle. The exterior support did not suffer major differences. The 
concentrated live load went from 40.05 kips to 37.03 kips and the impact load went from 
8.01 kips to 19.02 kips. The percentage of difference for the total load on the exterior support 
went from 0.38% to 2.35%. This low difference can be due to the exterior support already 
taking the same axle of the truck nearest to the curb. The concentrated live load decreases 
because there is no truck load in the concurrent span transversely. 
 
 
Ext % diff Int % diff
DL #1 126.24 11.32 150.29 12.68
DL #2 58.95 20.88 22.40 44.48
ULL 58.05 13.35 71.51 8.32
CLL 37.03 88.91 32.51 42.60
HS-20-16 - - - -
Impact 19.02 6.24 20.81 0.03
Total 299.28 2.35 297.51 3.78
Pier Reactions (kips)
Table 4.8: Story - Dead Load and Updated Live Load Pier Reactions 
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4.2     Marshall County Bridge 
A full 3-D model was realized in Abaqus FEA for the bridge under investigation. 
This model includes a concrete bridge deck supported by welded plate steel girders and 
diaphragms that rest on abutments at the ends and piers. A skew of 45 degrees is also 
modeled. A full 3-D model can be seen in Figure 4.27 with a plan view in Figure 4.28, in 
which the skew can be appreciated. Constraints, boundary conditions, and other elements had 
to be assigned in the model. Also, loading conditions were incorporated in the model from 
self-weight, surface weathering, to truck loading. 
An 8 inch by 210 feet bridge deck was modeled as a C3D8R element, which is an 8-
node linear brick element with reduced integration and hourglass control. In addition, C3D8R 
was utilized for all concrete parts in the model, this includes the abutments and the pier caps. 
The steel superstructure is composed of welded plate steel girders and transversal diaphragms 
at the ends and over the piers. The web and flanges of the welded plate girders as well as the 
diaphragms were modeled as S4R, 4-node doubly curved thin or thick shell element with 
reduced integration, hourglass control, and finite membrane strains. For the flanges of the 
welded plate girders, width and thickness were modeled per the drawing plans. All steel 
superstructure was merged together. This can be appreciated in Figure 4.29. 
This model underwent an elastic analysis. Only mass density and elastic properties 
such as Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio were needed for to realize the analysis 
successfully. The mass density utilized for the concrete and steel derived from their specific 
weight of 150 lb/ft3 and 490 lb/ft3 respectively. As for the Young’s modulus and Poisson’s 
ratio, 3,718 ksi and 0.15 was utilized for concrete and 29,000 ksi and 0.3 for the steel. In 
addition, the coefficient of thermal expansion for both concrete and steel was determined to 
be 5.5E-6 1/°F and 6.5E-6 1/°F respectively. 
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Figure 4.27: Marshall - Full 3-D FE Model 
Figure 4.28: Marshall - Plan View 
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Boundary conditions were assigned on the abutment’s vertical and horizontal faces 
that are in the direction of supporting soil. Vertical faces have horizontal constraints and, vice 
versa, horizontal faces have vertical constraints. A fixed boundary condition was assigned to 
the bottom face of the pier caps simulating the foundations that rest under the top soil. 
Boundary conditions can be seen in Figure 4.30 marked in red at the abutment and on the 
bottom face of the pier cap. Tie constraints were assigned between the top flanges of all the 
welded plate girders with the bottom surface of the bridge deck. Connection wires were 
utilized between the steel girders and the abutments and piers to simulate the rocker bearings 
at the points of interest. All reaction values presented in the following pages corresponds to 
these connection wires. 
Figure 4.29: Marshall - Steel Superstructure 
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4.2.1     Convergence Study 
The model was trialed on numerous occasions with different meshing sizes. Results 
stabilized at an approximate meshing size of 5 inches. A meshing of 4 inches was determined 
to be the most effective for the model at this point. Just for reference, the time elapsed to 
complete the analysis for a meshing size of 3 inches was almost six times as large as the time 
elapsed for a meshing size of 4 inches. This can be recognized in Table 4.9. The time elapsed 
for each trial in shown for all mesh sizes along with their deflection values. A graph of the 
different values that were trialed with their results can be observed in Figure 4.31. With a 
mesh size of 4 inches, the structure was modeled using 318,380 elements, 450,396 nodes, 
and 1,562,961 variables. 
Figure 4.30: Marshall - Boundary Conditions 
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Table 4.9: Marshall - Mesh Convergence Study 
Mesh Size (in) Max Deflection at Midspan (in) Time Elapsed (s) 
12 0.7187 77.7 
10 0.7103 100.9 
8 0.7513 144.5 
6 0.7381 243.7 
5 0.5261 654.7 
4.5 0.5247 835 
4 0.5272 1125.9 
3.5 0.5375 1777.9 
3 0.5213 11924.8 
 
 
Figure 4.31: Marshall - Mesh Convergence Study 
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4.2.2     Validation With Original Plans 
The information needed to realize the FE model and analysis for the Marshall County 
bridge was obtained from its original drawing plans. Abutment and pier reactions can be 
observed in such plans and in Table 4.10. These reactions were the source of comparison for 
the results obtained from the FE analysis shown in the next section. It is important to mention 
that the FE model does not fully incorporate all the elements shown in the plans but includes 
the most pertinent ones.  
 
Table 4.10: Marshall - Abutment and Pier Reactions from the Drawing Plans 
Source: Marshall County Bridge Plans 
 
Abutment Reactions (kips) Pier Reactions (kips) 
Exterior Interior Exterior Interior 
DL #1 24.5 27.8 90.1 102.0 
DL #2 10.0 4.7 34.6 16.3 
ULL - - 42.5 50.3 
CLL - - 20.0 23.7 
HS-20-44 45.6 53.9 - - 
Impact 12.0 14.2 15.8 18.7 
Total 92.1 100.6 203.0 211.0 
 
Dead load #1 includes weight of slab, girders, and diaphragms.  
Dead Load #2 includes weight of curbs, rail, and future wearing surface. 
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4.2.2.1     Dead load reactions and deflection 
Self-weight was included in the whole model. A surface weathering loading condition 
of 20 lb/ft2 over the roadway was also added. Curb loading on 1’8” of the edges was added as 
a surface area simulating a 1’8” by 1 foot area of concrete by the entire length of the bridge 
deck. Results for dead load deflection and a comparative loading conditions table can be 
appreciated in Figure 4.33 and Table 4.11. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Marshall County Bridge Plans 
Figure 4.32: Marshall - Anticipated Dead Load Deflection 
Figure 4.33: Marshall - Deformation Contour Plot for Dead Load 
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The maximum deflection obtained was approximately 0.53 inches at the center of the 
bridge. This value presents approximately a percentage of difference of 15% from the value 
obtained from the original drawing plans of 5/8”.  
 
The resulting abutment and pier reactions were tabulated and compared with the 
values obtained from the drawing plans. Two dead load loading conditions were considered 
for the pier and abutment reactions. Both pier and abutment reactions show low percentages 
of difference ranging from a maximum of 4.15% to a minimum of 1.10%. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ext % diff Int % diff Ext % diff Int % diff
DL #1 25.01 2.07 28.13 1.19 86.36 4.15 100.35 1.61
DL #2 10.17 1.67 4.75 1.10 33.99 1.76 16.68 2.35
Pier Reactions (kips)Abutment Reactions (kips)
Table 4.11: Marshall - Dead Load Abutment and Pier Reactions 
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4.2.2.2     Temperature loading 
Temperature loading was also modeled. Expansion plate settings from the original 
drawing plans can be seen in Table 4.12. A shrinkage and expansion of 0.25 inches can be 
seen at 10 and 90 °F respectively with a base temperature of 50 °F. Results from the FE 
modeling can be seen in Figure 4.34. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 4.12: Marshall - Expansion Plate Settings 
Source: Marshall County Bridge Plans 
 
Figure 4.34: Marshall - Deformation Contour Plot for Temperature Loading 
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A maximum deformation of approximately 0.3 inches was obtained from the FE 
modeling. This value presents a percentage of difference of 20% from the original plan value 
previously shown. The result obtained from the FE modeling was also compared to the value 
obtained with Equation (1). 
For the Marshall County bridge, the original length is taken as half of the total length 
of the bridge deck, 105 feet or 1260 inches, resulting in a change in length of approximately 
0.28 inches when the change of temperature equals 40 degrees F and the coefficient of 
thermal expansion of concrete is used, 5.5E-6 1/°F. The value obtained results in a 
percentage of difference of 6.22% from the result obtained from the FE modeling. 
 
4.2.2.3     Live load reactions and deflection 
Same loading conditions were applied as 4.1.2.3, Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10. 
Impact loads were also considered. A 25% impact load of the concentrated load from 
the tires was modeled. This impact load is derived from Equation (2). For the Marshall 
County bridge, the longest span is equal to 82 feet therefore resulting in an impact load of 
approximately 24.15%. Because of this, a 25% impact load was used. 
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4.2.2.3.1     Controlling truck loading conditions 
A 3-D model was created in VBridge. This program was used to verify the 
controlling truck loading conditions to maximize the desired result (deflection, pier reaction, 
abutment reaction). The 3-D model can be seen in Figure 4.35 with a top view on Figure 
4.36. HS-20-44 AASHTO Specifications truck loading conditions were modeled and placed 
on top of the bridge deck. Controlling truck loading conditions for abutment reactions, pier 
reactions, and deflection can be seen in Figure 4.37, Figure 4.38, and Figure 4.39 
respectively. 
The controlling lane loads are the same as the ones shown in 4.1.2.3.1, Figure 4.15, 
Figure 4.16, and Figure 4.17. These conditions can be summarized as the lane load being 
applied on exterior spans to maximize abutment reactions, on continuous spans to for the 
reactions of the pier in-between, and on the center span for deflection at midspan. 
 
 
Figure 4.35: Marshall - Full 3-D VBridge Model 
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Figure 4.36: Marshall - Plan View of VBridge Model 
Figure 4.37: Marshall - Controlling Truck Loading Conditions for Abutment Reactions 
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Figure 4.38: Marshall - Controlling Truck Loading Conditions for Pier Reactions 
Figure 4.39: Marshall - Controlling Truck Loading Conditions for Deflection 
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4.2.2.3.2     Truck loading deflection 
The Marshall County bridge model was loaded with the truck loading conditions 
discussed previously. The load allocation that corresponds with maximizing deflection at the 
midspan of the bridge can be seen in Figure 4.39 for the truck load and Figure 4.17 for the 
lane load. The load in the model can be seen in Figure 4.40. Lane load can clearly be seen 
marked in red in the interior span. Two concurrent 10 feet wide pressure loads were modeled 
in the center of the roadway. The truck load can also be seen with orange arrows indicating 
the location and direction. Two HS-20-44 trucks were modeled acting over each lane load 
location. Results for these loading conditions can be seen in Figure 4.41. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.40: Marshall - Load Allocation for Deflection 
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From the results of the FE model, a maximum deflection at midspan of approximately 
1.3 inches was obtained. AASHTO Specifications provides certain deflection limits for 
vehicular bridges in the absence of other criteria. These limits are set as L/800 for general 
vehicular load and L/1000 for vehicular and pedestrian loads where L is the span where the 
deflection is being questioned. Since the Marshall County bridge does not have pedestrian 
loads, L/800 is applicable. Using the center span of the Marshall County bridge with L of 82 
feet or 984 inches, the L/800 design limit come out as approximately 1.23 inches. 
Accounting for the dead load deflection shown previously, the live load resulted in a 
deflection of approximately 0.89 inches which is lower than the L/800 deflection limit. 
 
 
Figure 4.41: Marshall - Deformation Contour Plot for Deflection Truck Load 
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4.2.2.3.3     Truck loading reactions 
To maximize abutment and pier reactions, different truck loading allocation were 
needed. The load allocation that corresponds with maximizing abutment reactions can be 
seen in Figure 4.37 for the truck load and Figure 4.15 for the lane load. The load allocation 
that corresponds with maximizing pier reactions can be seen in Figure 4.38 for the truck load 
and Figure 4.16 for the lane load.  
Firstly, the abutment reactions results will be discussed. The load in the model can be 
seen in Figure 4.42 marked in red. The lane load can be clearly seen in the exterior spans 
with the rear axle of the concentrated truck load at the edge of the bridge deck. Two HS-20-
44 trucks were modeled side by side with the one side of the truck axle 2 feet from the curb. 
The lane loads were modeled as two concurrent 10 feet wide pressure loads starting from the 
curb. A deformation contour plot is provided in Figure 4.43. Maximum deformation can be 
clearly seen in the exterior span where the concentrated truck load is applied. Results for 
dead load and abutment reactions can be seen in Table 4.13. A comparison between the 
results obtained from the FE model with the original plans is shown. 
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Figure 4.42: Marshall - Load Allocation for Abutment Reactions 
Figure 4.43: Marshall - Deformation Contour Plot for Abutment Reactions Truck Load 
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High percentages of difference were obtained in the truck loading values. The highest 
percentage of difference was 32.32% in the exterior support for the impact load and 27.07% 
in the interior support for the HS-20-44 load. These differences attribute to the percentage of 
difference of 5.52% and 13.28% obtained in the total load for the exterior and interior 
support respectively. 
For the same reasons explained in the Story County bridge discussion, truck loading 
conditions were altered to attempt to match the drawing plan values. One truck was modeled 
instead of two with the impact load applied on the lane load as well. This new load allocation 
can be seen in Figure 4.44 with only one truck in one of the exterior spans instead of two. 
Results for dead load and abutment reactions can be seen in Table 4.14. A 
comparison between the results obtained from the updated FE model with the original plans 
is shown. 
Ext % diff Int % diff
DL #1 24.10 1.65 27.90 0.36
DL #2 10.30 3.00 4.60 2.23
ULL - - - -
CLL - - - -
HS-20-44 44.50 2.41 68.49 27.07
Impact 8.12 32.32 12.98 8.62
Total 87.02 5.52 113.96 13.28
Abutment Reactions (kips)
Table 4.13: Marshall - Dead Load and Live Load Abutment Reactions 
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Ext % diff Int % diff
DL #1 24.10 1.65 27.90 0.36
DL #2 10.30 3.01 4.60 2.22
ULL - - - -
CLL - - - -
HS-20-44 42.33 7.17 43.54 19.21
Impact 10.58 11.81 10.89 23.34
Total 87.31 5.20 86.93 13.59
Abutment Reactions (kips)
Figure 4.44: Marshall - Updated Load Allocation for Abutment Reactions 
Table 4.14: Marshall - Dead Load and Updated Live Load Abutment Reactions 
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Percentages of difference remained almost constant for the total abutment reaction of 
both the interior and exterior support after the truck loading conditions were altered. The 
total load of the interior support lowered from 113.96 kips to 86.93 kips, yet the percentage 
of difference increased from 13.28 % to 13.59%. Previously the load was 13.28% higher than 
the original plan values while with the altered truck loading the load is 13.59% lower. The 
total load of the exterior support remained almost constant as well. 87.02 kips in the previous 
model to 87.31 kips with the altered truck loading. The percentage of difference went from 
5.52% to 5.20%. 
 
The pier reactions will be discussed in the following sections. The load in the model 
can be seen in Figure 4.45 marked in red. The lane load can be clearly seen in the exterior 
spans with the rear axle of the concentrated truck load at the edge of the bridge deck. Two 
HS-20-44 trucks were modeled side by side with the one side of the truck axle 2 feet from the 
curb. The lane loads were modeled as two concurrent 10 feet wide pressure loads starting 
from the curb. A deformation contour plot is provided in Figure 4.46. Maximum deformation 
can be clearly seen in the exterior span where the concentrated truck load is applied. Results 
for dead load and pier reactions can be seen in Table 4.15. A comparison between the results 
obtained from the FE model with the original plans is shown. 
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Figure 4.45: Marshall - Load Allocation for Pier Reactions 
Figure 4.46: Marshall - Deformation Contour Plot for Pier Reactions Truck Load 
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High percentages of difference were obtained in the truck loading values. The highest 
percentage of difference was 221.37% in the interior support for the concentrated live load. 
This difference attributes to the percentage of difference of 24.52% obtained in the total load 
for the interior support. The exterior support also shows high percentages as well with 
116.64% for the concentrated live load and 31.45% for the impact load. The total load 
however only amounts to a percentage of difference of 5.56%. 
For the reasons explained previously, truck loading conditions were altered to attempt 
to match the drawing plan values. One truck was modeled instead of two with the impact 
load applied on the lane load as well. This new load allocation can be seen in Figure 4.47 
with one truck in one of the exterior spans instead of two.  
Results for dead load and pier reactions can be seen in Table 4.16. A comparison 
between the results obtained from the updated FE model with the original plans is shown. 
Ext % diff Int % diff
DL #1 86.96 3.48 101.42 0.56
DL #2 33.96 1.85 16.65 2.17
ULL 39.20 7.77 49.46 1.67
CLL 43.33 116.64 76.17 221.37
HS-20-44 - - - -
Impact 10.83 31.45 19.04 1.82
Total 214.28 5.56 262.74 24.52
Pier Reactions (kips)
Table 4.15: Marshall - Dead Load and Live Load Pier Reactions 
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Ext % diff Int % diff
DL #1 87.04 3.39 101.22 0.76
DL #2 33.98 1.79 16.62 1.95
ULL 39.24 7.68 49.38 1.83
CLL 42.68 113.39 31.18 31.57
HS-20-44 - - - -
Impact 20.48 29.61 20.14 7.70
Total 223.41 10.06 218.54 3.57
Pier Reactions (kips)
Figure 4.47: Marshall - Updated Load Allocation for Pier Reactions 
Table 4.16: Marshall - Dead Load and Updated Live Load Pier Reactions 
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Percentages of difference lowered in the interior support after the truck loading 
conditions were altered. The concentrated live load which had a percentage of difference of 
221.37% in the previous discussion, now resulted in a percentage of difference of 31.57%. 
The total load of the interior support lowered from 262.74 kips to 218.54 kips. The 
percentage of difference lowered from 24.52% to 3.57%. This difference is because the 
interior support is now taking only one side of the axle from the truck. Previously, the 
interior support took the same axle plus another axle. The exterior support did not suffer 
major differences. The concentrated live load went from 43.33 kips to 42.68 kips and the 
impact load went from 10.83 kips to 20.48 kips. The percentage of difference for the total 
load on the exterior support actually increased from 5.56% to 10.06%. This low difference 
can be due to the exterior support already taking the same axle of the truck nearest to the 
curb. 
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4.2.3     Joint And Approach Slab Modeling 
The Marshall County bridge model was updated with the deck over backwall concept 
developed in Chapter 3. A 20 feet section was taken from the farthest abutment end in the 
longitudinal direction. Since the bridge is skewed 45 degrees, the other end would span a 
total of 64 feet. The bridge deck was extended over the abutment interface while the top of 
the abutment was cut off. Soil was added as a C3D8R element, an 8-node linear brick 
element with reduced integration and hourglass control. Three soil compositions were taken 
into consideration denominated as loose, moderately stiff, and stiff. Soil properties for each 
one are shown in Chapter 2, Table 2.2. Pertinent results are shown for all three compositions 
in the following pages. A 12 feet void was assumed from the abutment backwall according to 
Iowa DOT Office of Bridges and Structures (2018a). A 2 to 1 ratio was used for the 
horizontal to vertical distance of this void as shown in Chapter 2, Figure 2.36. 
A full-scale view of this model can be seen in Figure 4.48. A section view of the 
abutment interface can be seen in Figure 4.49 and Figure 4.50. In early developments of the 
detailing shown in Chapter 3, Figure 3.5, options included an end span beam that encases the 
diaphragms. While the Marshall County bridge does not have this end span beam, the effect 
of it on the different points of interest across the joint and approach slab can be appreciated. 
The webs of the girders were embedded into the curb and end span beam. Top flanges 
of the girders were also embedded into the curb. The end diaphragms were embedded into 
the end span beam. Tie constraints between the top flanges of all the welded plate girders and 
the bottom face of the bridge deck were kept from the previous model. The top flanges of the 
end diaphragms were constrained with the bottom face of the curb. Tie constraints were also 
used between the bottom face of the bridge deck and the top face of the curb. Tie constraints 
were also used between the bottom face of the curb and the top face of the end span beam. 
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Boundary conditions were kept identical to the model detailed previously for the 
abutment and piers. New boundary conditions were assigned to the approach slab and soil. A 
vertical constraint was assigned at the far edge of the approach slab. Horizontal constraints 
were assigned to the vertical faces of the soil. Vertical constraints were assigned to the 
bottom face of the soil. An additional constraint in the third direction was assigned to the 
skewed face of the soil. These boundary conditions can be seen in Figure 4.51 and Figure 
4.52 marked in red. 
A contact interaction was provided between the bottom face of the bridge deck 
(approach slab) and the top face of the soil. This interaction is shown in Figure 4.53. In 
addition, connection wires were kept between the steel girders and the abutments/piers. All 
reaction values presented in the following pages corresponds to these connection wires. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.48: Full 3-D FE Model with Approach Slab 
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Figure 4.49: Section View without End Span Beam 
 
 
 
Figure 4.50: Section View with End Span Beam 
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Figure 4.51: Boundary Conditions Section View 
 
 
 
Figure 4.52: Boundary Conditions 3-D View 
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Figure 4.53: Contact Interaction 
 
With this model, the impact of the deck over backwall concept on the existing 
structure can be predicted. Certain points of interest were identified for the results of the 
model. First and foremost, the increase in bearing loads due to the new dead load of the 
bridge deck will be studied. Additional load will also be taken by the bearings due to live 
load in the approach slab that was previously not considered. Abutment reactions from the 
connection wires will be studied under different dead load and live load conditions to study 
the bearing loads. Additionally, deformation due to temperature loading with the additional 
20 feet in one end and 64 feet in the other end will also be shown. Deflection values at the 
abutment interface and in the midspan of the approach slab will also be discussed. In this 
discussion, midspan does not refer to exactly the midspan of the approach slab, but mainly 
the region between abutment interface and the edge support. Stress levels at the abutment 
interface and the midspan were also identified as points of interest. Both the top and bottom 
faces of the bridge deck (approach slab) will be studied. 
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Firstly, the dead load reactions results from the FE model will be discussed. Table 
4.17 shows abutment reactions in kips for different dead loads. The first two columns, 
corresponding to the dead loads with no end span beam, show the original dead loads that are 
being transferred to the bearings on each support. The columns show the values for DL#1 
and DL#2 as it has been done previously. The remaining columns show the increase in dead 
load for that specific element. For example, when the bridge was modeled with the end span 
beam, 3.53 kips, 6.06 kips, 5.93 kips, 6.33 kips, and 3.33 kips were added to the DL#1 
abutment reactions for the first exterior, first interior, second interior, third interior, and 
second exterior supports respectively. Notice that only DL#1 is shown for the column with 
the end span beam section because adding this element does not affect DL#2. However, 
DL#2 is shown in all other columns since a larger area for FWS is provided by the top face 
of the approach slab. 
When the approach slab was modeled with no soil, the supports showed the largest 
increase in dead load as expected since the bearings are taking most of the self-weight of the 
approach slab with only an edge support at the other end. The largest increase was seen at the 
middle interior support with 48.51 kips and 9.69 kips for DL#1 and DL#2. As expected, 
when the soil was modeled these values lowered considerably. With each increase in the soil 
composition, the load taken by the bearings lowered. Though the difference is minimal in 
some cases between a moderately stiff and a stiff soil. This relationship between the 
moderately stiff and stiff soil is seen constantly throughout the results presented in the 
following pages. The truck load might not be large enough to deform and impact a 
moderately stiff or stiff soil to the degree that it would affect the support the soil provides the 
approach slab. 
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The first exterior support from top to bottom of the table refers to the support closest 
to the 20 feet section of the approach slab. Each support consequently follows in the 
transversal direction until the remaining exterior support which corresponds to the 64 feet 
section of the approach slab. 
 
Table 4.17: Dead Load Abutment Reactions 
 
 
 
All possible combinations of dead load scenarios can be seen in Figure 4.54. It can be 
seen in the figure that most combinations would fall on a range of approximately 40 kips to 
60 kips. Most of the lower values would correspond to exterior reactions while the higher 
values would correspond to interior reactions. The highest values, over 80 kips, correspond to 
scenarios with no soil supporting. The realistic values would fall under the 40 kips to 60 kips 
range mentioned previously. Two steps can be seen in the horizontal axis where each step 
corresponds to a different loading case. The first step corresponds to combinations of DL#1 
and the second step corresponds to the additional load from the combinations of DL#2. 
 
DL#1 DL#2 DL#1 DL#1 DL#2 DL#1 DL#2 DL#1 DL#2 DL#1 DL#2
Exterior 26.03 11.09 3.53 10.15 1.17 10.51 0.69 5.72 0.41 5.19 0.38
Interior 30.73 5.00 6.06 40.59 7.88 19.65 2.68 14.89 2.42 14.40 2.37
Interior 31.16 5.32 5.93 48.51 9.69 18.22 2.57 13.26 2.31 12.73 2.27
Interior 30.83 5.17 6.33 37.07 7.46 18.20 2.61 12.76 2.18 12.11 2.13
Exterior 27.82 10.70 3.33 7.53 1.04 8.30 1.13 7.80 1.06 7.71 1.06
Support
No Beam Beam
Approach Slab
No Soil
Soil
Moderately StiffLoose Stiff
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Figure 4.54: Dead Load Abutment Reactions 
 
Temperature loading was also included in this FE model. Results from the previous 
FE model can be seen in Figure 4.34. A maximum deformation of approximately 0.3 inches 
was obtained from that model. Results for the model with the approach slab are shown in 
Figure 4.55. As it can be seen in the figure, a maximum deformation of approximately 0.46 
inches was obtained. This presents an increment of approximately 0.16 inches. Comparing 
this value of 0.16 inches to the value obtained from Equation (1), approximately 0.17 inches, 
the FE result closely match the one obtained from the equation. A percentage of difference of 
approximately 4% can be obtained from the exact value using the result from the equation as 
the base value. 
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To study the additional bearing loads due to live loads in the approach slab, different 
live load configurations were modeled acting in the top face of the approach slab. Different 
live load configurations were modeled as different truck loading allocations. The different 
truck cases are detailed in Chapter 7, Figure 7.5, Figure 7.6, Figure 7.7, and Figure 7.8. In 
total, four cases were considered. Figure 4.56, Figure 4.57, Figure 4.58, and Figure 4.59 
show the truck load allocation in the FE model for Case 1, Case 2, Case 3, and Case 4 
respectively. The truck load can clearly be seen marked in red in the various figures. Truck 
loading conditions were modeled as they were previously and detailed in 4.1.2.3, Figure 4.9 
and Figure 4.10. Only the concentrated live load from the tires was considered in this study. 
Though, impact values can be calculated based on a fraction of the results obtained. This 
would apply not only for live load reactions but for deflection and stress values as well. 
Figure 4.55: Deformation Contour Plot for Temperature Loading 
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Figure 4.57: Case 2 - Truck Load Allocation 
 
Figure 4.56: Case 1 - Truck Load Allocation 
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Figure 4.58: Case 3 - Truck Load Allocation 
 
 
Figure 4.59: Case 4 - Truck Load Allocation 
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Results for live load abutment reactions in kips are shown in Table 4.18, Table 4.19, 
Table 4.20, and Table 4.21 for Case 1, Case 2, Case 3, and Case 4 respectively. Figure 4.60 
shows a bar graph with all the values being compared.  
Table 4.18: Case 1 - Live Load Abutment Reactions 
 
Table 4.19: Case 2 - Live Load Abutment Reactions 
 
Table 4.20: Case 3 - Live Load Abutment Reactions 
 
Table 4.21: Case 4 - Live Load Abutment Reactions 
 
Loose Moderately Stiff Stiff Loose Moderately Stiff Stiff
Exterior -0.25 -0.13 -0.07 3.08 -0.26 -0.16 -0.09 4.33
Interior -0.31 -0.12 -0.07 8.41 -0.30 -0.12 -0.07 7.45
Interior -0.19 -0.01 -0.01 4.71 -0.20 -0.02 -0.01 4.74
Interior -0.01 -0.01 0.00 1.41 -0.03 0.00 0.00 1.54
Exterior 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.11 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.14
Beam
Soil
No Soil
Support
No Beam
Soil
No Soil
Loose Moderately Stiff Stiff Loose Moderately Stiff Stiff
Exterior -0.34 -0.01 0.00 -8.08 -0.80 -0.24 -0.20 -7.89
Interior -2.07 -1.03 -0.87 15.03 -1.92 -1.22 -1.10 17.10
Interior 4.02 1.69 1.48 54.56 5.73 3.24 2.98 53.76
Interior 24.15 20.38 19.76 69.65 23.23 19.46 18.90 63.70
Exterior 7.02 6.41 6.24 8.30 8.97 7.93 7.72 14.32
Soil
No Soil
Support
No Beam Beam
Soil
No Soil
Loose Moderately Stiff Stiff Loose Moderately Stiff Stiff
Exterior -1.55 -1.36 -1.31 -2.11 -1.82 -1.60 -1.56 -2.30
Interior 10.33 10.08 10.02 11.27 11.46 11.35 11.31 12.11
Interior 41.56 40.61 40.36 44.88 41.58 40.82 40.62 43.91
Interior 47.44 45.78 45.46 51.62 47.84 46.31 46.05 50.25
Exterior 24.20 23.65 23.53 24.67 26.41 25.72 25.59 26.84
Support
No Beam Beam
Soil
No Soil
Soil
No Soil
Loose Moderately Stiff Stiff Loose Moderately Stiff Stiff
Exterior -2.28 -1.49 -1.36 -5.73 -2.51 -1.79 -1.67 -4.46
Interior 11.31 8.27 7.74 33.82 12.45 9.31 8.76 34.73
Interior 26.44 22.38 21.76 67.83 26.84 22.62 21.97 65.72
Interior 17.00 12.96 12.25 51.72 18.28 14.05 13.36 48.91
Exterior 1.17 0.47 0.33 2.58 2.54 1.30 1.09 6.97
Support
No Beam Beam
Soil
No Soil
Soil
No Soil
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Figure 4.60: Live Load Abutment Reactions 
 
When modeled with soil, Case 1 did not increase the live load abutment reaction of 
any support. This is due to the load being supported by the soil directly. In all other cases 
modeled with soil, the live load abutment reaction increased significantly in some of the 
supports. Case 3 showed the highest live load abutment reactions, with 47.84 kips and 26.41 
kips for the third interior support and second exterior support respectively. This is expected 
since this truck allocation is the closest to the abutment interface. This case is similar to the 
controlling load case for abutment reactions shown in 4.2.2.3.1, Figure 4.37. It can clearly be 
seen how the live load reactions lowers as the soil composition increases. Also, no major 
difference can be seen from the models with and without an end span beam. The largest 
difference was seen for Case 3 on the third interior support with no soil, approximately 6 kips 
of difference. For the most part, values changed by less than 2 kips on cases with soil with 
higher values for cases without soil. 
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Results for deflection values in inches are shown in Table 4.22, Table 4.23, Table 
4.24, and Table 4.25 for Case 1, Case 2, Case 3, and Case 4 respectively. Figure 4.61, Figure 
4.62, Figure 4.63, and Figure 4.64 show bar graphs with all the values being compared.  
 
Table 4.22: Case 1 - Deflection Values 
 
 
Table 4.23: Case 2 - Deflection Values 
 
 
Table 4.24: Case 3 - Deflection Values 
 
 
Table 4.25: Case 4 - Deflection Values 
 
 
Loose Moderately Stiff Stiff Loose Moderately Stiff Stiff
Midspan -0.28 -0.06 -0.04 -3.46 -0.28 -0.06 -0.04 -3.19
Abutment -0.09 -0.03 -0.03 -0.27 -0.05 -0.02 -0.02 -0.17
Location
No Beam Beam
Soil
No Soil
Soil
No Soil
Loose Moderately Stiff Stiff Loose Moderately Stiff Stiff
Midspan -0.32 -0.07 -0.06 -6.50 -0.32 -0.06 -0.04 -6.01
Abutment -0.09 -0.04 -0.04 -0.51 -0.05 -0.03 -0.02 -0.31
Location
No Beam Beam
Soil
No Soil
Soil
No Soil
Loose Moderately Stiff Stiff Loose Moderately Stiff Stiff
Midspan -0.21 -0.04 -0.03 -3.15 -0.21 -0.04 -0.03 -2.87
Abutment -0.09 -0.05 -0.05 -0.28 -0.05 -0.03 -0.03 -0.17
Location
No Beam Beam
Soil
No Soil
Soil
No Soil
Loose Moderately Stiff Stiff Loose Moderately Stiff Stiff
Midspan -0.28 -0.07 -0.06 -5.32 -0.28 -0.06 -0.05 -4.85
Abutment -0.09 -0.05 -0.05 -0.51 -0.06 -0.03 -0.03 -0.31
Location
No Beam Beam
Soil
No Soil
Soil
No Soil
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Figure 4.61: Midspan Deflection Values with Soil 
 
 
Figure 4.62: Midspan Deflection Values without Soil 
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Figure 4.63: Abutment Deflection Values with Soil 
 
 
Figure 4.64: Abutment Deflection Values without Soil 
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Similar behavior was followed across all values obtained for deflection values at the 
abutment interface and at the midspan of the approach slab. The highest midspan deflection 
for loose soil was obtained for Case 2 with a value of 0.32 inches. For moderately stiff and 
stiff soil the highest value dropped to 0.07 inches and 0.06 inches respectively. As for the 
abutment interface deflection, the highest value for loose soil was 0.09 inches across all truck 
loading cases. Values differed when modeled with moderately stiff and stiff soil from 0.03 
inches to 0.05 inches.  
Models with no soil resulted in values 10 and 20 times over the loose soil results and 
in some cases 100 times over the moderately stiff and stiff soil results. Models with an end 
span beam resulted in equal or lower deflections values than models without the element at 
both the abutment interface and midspan of the approach slab. Though the difference is 
minimal for values obtained at the midspan of the approach slab, where only four of the 24 
results for midspan deflections with soil being modeled changed. The effect of the end span 
beam can be seen on deflection values in the abutment interface however. Some values 
dropped by 40% when modeled with the end span beam. For example, the deflection at the 
abutment interface for all truck loading cases with the exception of Case 4 lowered from 0.09 
inches to 0.05 inches.  
With these values, the 2-inch grout pad in the Iowa DOT joint discussed in Chapter 3, 
Figure 3.7, between the approach slab and the top face of the abutment is more than enough 
to confidently implement the deck over backwall concept. The abutment was not designed to 
support the excess dead load and live load that comes with this design. Ideally, a 2-inch grout 
pad should prevent most of the dead and live load and stress levels to be transferred from one 
element to another. 
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Results for stress levels in psi are shown in Table 4.26, Table 4.27, Table 4.28, and 
Table 4.29 for Case 1, Case 2, Case 3, and Case 4 respectively. Figure 4.65, Figure 4.66, 
Figure 4.67, Figure 4.68, Figure 4.69, Figure 4.70, Figure 4.71, and Figure 4.72 show bar 
graphs with all the values being compared. The values shown correspond to von Mises stress 
levels on the different points of interest across the joint and approach slab. 
Table 4.26: Case 1 - Stress Values (psi) 
 
 
Table 4.27: Case 2 - Stress Values (psi) 
 
 
Table 4.28: Case 3 - Stress Values (psi) 
 
 
Table 4.29: Case 4 - Stress Values (psi) 
 
Loose Moderately Stiff Stiff Loose Moderately Stiff Stiff
Top 285.4 132.7 132.5 1125.0 289.9 157.4 158.8 1047.0
Bottom 332.5 176.7 176.6 1125.0 361.5 157.4 158.8 1047.0
Top 568.1 396.7 397.0 1499.0 433.0 392.9 317.3 1569.0
Bottom 473.8 308.7 308.8 1499.0 433.0 314.4 317.3 1569.0
Midspan
Abutment
Location
No Beam Beam
Soil
No Soil
Soil
No Soil
Loose Moderately Stiff Stiff Loose Moderately Stiff Stiff
Top 245.9 132.7 132.5 1706.0 227.5 169.6 172.1 1507.0
Bottom 245.9 176.6 132.5 1706.0 302.1 169.6 172.1 1507.0
Top 586.4 484.5 440.9 2680.0 600.7 423.4 429.8 3013.0
Bottom 586.4 440.5 440.9 2923.0 675.4 423.4 429.8 3013.0
Location
Midspan
Abutment
No Beam Beam
Soil
No Soil
Soil
No Soil
Loose Moderately Stiff Stiff Loose Moderately Stiff Stiff
Top 222.4 78.5 79.0 810.1 236.9 126.5 127.4 704.2
Bottom 222.4 78.5 79.0 810.1 236.9 126.5 127.4 704.2
Top 589.9 469.8 473.2 1617.0 588.7 504.7 508.8 1687.0
Bottom 589.9 469.8 473.2 1617.0 588.7 504.7 508.8 1687.0
Location
Midspan
Abutment
No Beam Beam
Soil
No Soil
Soil
No Soil
Loose Moderately Stiff Stiff Loose Moderately Stiff Stiff
Top 254.9 176.9 176.8 1301.0 292.2 238.5 240.7 1129.0
Bottom 305.3 176.9 176.8 1301.0 292.2 238.5 240.7 1129.0
Top 607.8 441.1 397.3 2382.0 652.9 397.2 401.0 2481.0
Bottom 607.8 397.0 397.3 2599.0 652.9 476.5 401.0 2706.0
Midspan
Abutment
Location
No Beam Beam
Soil
No Soil
Soil
No Soil
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Figure 4.65: Midspan Top Stress Values with Soil 
 
 
Figure 4.66: Midspan Top Stress Values without Soil 
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Figure 4.67: Midspan Bottom Stress Values with Soil 
 
 
Figure 4.68: Midspan Bottom Stress Values without Soil 
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Figure 4.69: Abutment Top Stress Values with Soil 
 
 
Figure 4.70: Abutment Top Stress Values without Soil 
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Figure 4.71: Abutment Bottom Stress Values with Soil 
 
 
Figure 4.72: Abutment Bottom Stress Values without Soil 
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More deviation in the results for the stress levels can be seen in comparison to the 
deflection values detailed previously. The stress values will be rounded to the nearest tenth 
throughout the discussion. The highest midspan stress at the top face of the approach slab for 
models with loose soil was obtained for Case 4 with a value of 290 psi for models with an 
end span beam. For models without an end span beam, Case 1 controlled with 290 psi as 
well. As the loose soil is changed to moderately stiff, the values dropped to 240 psi and 130 
psi respectively. However, Case 1 no longer controls for models without an end span beam 
with moderately stiff soils. Instead, Case 4 controls with a stress value of 180 psi. The 
highest midspan stress at the bottom face of the approach slab for models with loose soil was 
obtained for Case 1 with a value of 360 psi for models with an end span beam. For models 
without an end span beam, Case 1 also controlled with 330 psi. As the loose soil is changed 
to moderately stiff, the values dropped to 160 psi and 180 psi respectively. Again, Case 4 
also controls for models without an end span beam with moderately stiff soil with a stress 
value of 180 psi as well.  
The same analysis was realized for the abutment interface stress levels. The highest 
stress at the top face of the approach slab for models with loose soil was obtained for Case 4 
with a value of 650 psi for models with an end span beam. For models without an end span 
beam, Case 4 also controlled with 600 psi. As the loose soil is changed to moderately stiff, 
the values dropped to 400 psi and 440 psi respectively. However, Case 4 no longer controls 
for both models with moderately stiff soils. Instead, Case 3 controls for models with an end 
span beam and Case 2 for models without the element. Stress values are 500 psi 480 psi 
respectively. The highest abutment interface stress at the bottom face of the approach slab for 
models with loose soil was obtained for Case 2 with a value of 680 psi for models with an 
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end span beam. For models without an end span beam, Case 4 controlled as well with 610 
psi. As the loose soil is changed to moderately stiff, the values dropped to 420 psi and 400 
psi respectively. However, Case 3 controls for models with and without an end span beam 
with moderately stiff soil. The stress values are 500 psi and 470 psi respectively. 
Models with no soil resulted in values 5 or 6 times over the loose, moderately stiff, 
and stiff soil results. Midspan stresses did not change from top face to bottom face of the 
approach slab for models without soil. This can be seen in Figure 4.66 and Figure 4.68 as 
they are exactly the same bar graphs. However, abutment interface stresses showed more 
variance than midspan stresses from top face to bottom face of the approach slab for models 
without soil. As it can be seen, Figure 4.70 and Figure 4.72 are not exactly the same though 
very similar with only differing for Case 2 and Case 4.  
While the results for models with an end span beam were slightly higher in most 
cases than models without an end span beam, a direct correlation could not be established 
like the deflection values presented previously. The increase or decrease of stress levels was 
not a constant value and varied over the different truck loading cases and the different soil 
compositions. 
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4.2.4     Parametric Study Of Skew Angle 
The Marshall County bridge model was used to study the effects of various bridge 
skew angles on different points of interest across the joint and approach slab. In addition to 
the values obtained previously for the Marshall County bridge model with a skew angle of 45 
degrees, the model was altered to match skew angles of 30 degrees and 60 degrees in 
addition to a non-skewed version of the model. The same modeling procedures from the 
previously discussed models were followed in terms of material properties, element types, 
constraints, and boundary conditions. In discussions with the Iowa DOT, a loose soil 
composition was considered to be too conservative producing higher results that the expected 
while moderately stiff and stiff soil presented similar results. For these reasons, one soil 
composition was used throughout this parametric study, a moderately stiff soil composition. 
A plan view of each model can be seen in Figure 4.73, Figure 4.74, and Figure 4.75 for the 
non-skewed, 30 degrees, and 60 degrees models respectively. The plan view for the 45 
degree skew model, the original Marshall County bridge model, has been shown previously 
in Figure 4.28. 
 
 
Figure 4.73: Parametric Study - Non-Skewed Model 
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Figure 4.74: Parametric Study - 30 degree Skew Model 
 
 
Figure 4.75: Parametric Study - 60 degree Skew Model 
 
In this parametric study, certain points of interest will be compared between the 
models. These were identified as the dead load abutment reactions and temperature 
deformation of the bridges with and without the approach slab, live load abutment reactions 
due to various truck loading cases, deflection values and stress levels at the abutment 
interface and in the midspan of the approach slab. Both the top and bottom faces of the 
bridge deck (approach slab) will be studied. 
 
Firstly, the dead load reactions results from the FE models will be discussed. Table 
4.30 shows dead load abutment reactions in kips for the different skew angles. The columns 
show the values for DL#1 and DL#2 as it has been done previously. Table 4.31 and Table 
4.32 show the increase in dead load in the correspond support due to the approach slab for 
models with and without soil respectively. The first exterior support from top to bottom of 
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the table refers to the support farthest to the 20 feet section of the approach slab. Each 
support consequently follows in the transversal direction until the remaining exterior support 
which corresponds to the 20 feet section of the approach slab. This explanation is not 
applicable to the non-skewed model since both sections of the approach slab are 20 feet long. 
 
Table 4.30: Parametric Study - Dead Load Abutment Reactions 
 
 
Table 4.31: Parametric Study - Dead Load Abutment Reactions without Soil 
 
 
Table 4.32: Parametric Study - Dead Load Abutment Reactions with Soil 
 
DL#1 DL#2 DL#1 DL#2 DL#1 DL#2 DL#1 DL#2
Exterior 25.65 10.57 26.12 10.64 27.82 10.70 28.06 10.13
Interior 30.13 5.06 30.22 5.11 30.83 5.17 30.86 5.08
Interior 30.31 5.16 30.46 5.18 31.16 5.32 29.77 5.08
Interior 30.13 5.06 30.24 5.03 30.73 5.00 29.98 5.01
Exterior 25.65 10.57 25.39 10.87 26.03 11.09 25.22 11.45
60
Support
No Skew 30 45
DL#1 DL#2 DL#1 DL#2 DL#1 DL#2 DL#1 DL#2
Exterior 8.57 1.77 13.84 2.75 7.53 1.04 9.96 1.83
Interior 14.40 2.81 30.06 5.98 37.07 7.46 57.61 11.53
Interior 13.92 2.72 28.00 5.57 48.51 9.69 86.70 17.32
Interior 14.38 2.80 25.82 5.04 40.59 7.88 100.60 19.81
Exterior 8.58 1.77 8.83 1.75 10.15 1.17 -0.62 -0.58
Support
No Skew 30 45 60
DL#1 DL#2 DL#1 DL#2 DL#1 DL#2 DL#1 DL#2
Exterior 6.70 1.30 6.87 1.19 7.80 1.06 8.50 1.27
Interior 11.41 1.93 11.18 2.00 12.76 2.18 16.66 2.75
Interior 11.02 1.88 11.36 2.07 13.26 2.31 17.37 2.94
Interior 11.40 1.93 12.14 2.09 14.89 2.42 19.57 2.95
Exterior 6.71 1.30 6.70 1.15 5.72 0.41 6.11 0.84
Support
No Skew 30 45 60
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A general trend can be seen in the tables presented previously with the additional 
dead load from the approach slab being c. This can be seen more clearly when the approach 
slab was modeled with no soil. The additional DL#1 from the approach slab increases by a 
maximum of 14.4 kips for the non-skewed model, 30.06 kips for the 30 degree skew model, 
48.51 kips for the 45 degree skew model, and 100.6 kips for the 60 degree skew model. 
Similar increases in terms of magnitude can be seen for DL#2. For models with soil, the dead 
load abutment reactions still increased as the bridge skew angle was increased. However, the 
increase was lower in magnitude from model to model with values of 11.41 kips for the non-
skewed model, 12.14 kips for the 30 degree skew model, 14.89 kips for the 45 degree skew 
model, and 19.57 kips for the 60 degree skew model. This is expected due to the additional 
support that the soil provides the approach slab. 
 
Temperature loading was also included in the FE models. Table 4.33 shows the 
temperature deformation results for the different skew angles. A general increase in 
temperature deformation can be seen in the table as the bridge skew angle was increased. 
However, the 45 degree model presents some interesting results. It shows the lowest 
deformation for models without the approach slab yet the highest deformation for models 
with the approach slab. This may be due to the symmetry that exists between both bridge 
ends in the 45 degree model versus the 30 degree skew model and the 60 degree skew model.  
 
Table 4.33: Parametric Study - Temperature Deformation 
 
No Skew Approach 30 Approach 45 Approach 60 Approach
0.30 0.35 0.33 0.38 0.30 0.46 0.39 0.45
Temperature Deformation (in)
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To compare the live load abutment reactions for the various bridge skew models, 
different live load configurations were modeled acting in the top face of the approach slab. 
These live load configurations correspond to different truck loading cases. Two cases were 
considered for this parametric study, Case 1 and Case 2. Interestingly, Case 2 presented some 
difficulties in modeling. For the non-skewed model, the middle and front axles of one of the 
trucks were not considered in the non-skewed since they were located beyond the approach 
slab. Similarly, for the 30 degree skew model, the front axle of one of the trucks was not 
considered. These can be seen in Figure 4.76 and Figure 4.77 for the non-skewed model and 
the 30 degree skew model respectively. Figure 4.78 shows the Case 2 truck loading 
allocation for the 60 degree skew model. The truck load can clearly be seen marked in red in 
the various figures. Truck loading conditions were modeled as they were previously and 
detailed. Only the concentrated live load from the tires was considered in this study. 
 
 
Figure 4.76: Case 2 - Non-Skewed Model 
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Figure 4.77: Case 2 - 30 degree Skew Model 
 
 
Figure 4.78: Case 2 - 60 degree Skew Model 
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Results for live load abutment reactions in kips are shown in Table 4.34 and Table 
4.35 for Case 1 and Case 2 respectively. Figure 4.79 and Figure 4.80 show bar graphs with 
all the values being compared for models with soil and without soil, respectively. 
 
Table 4.34: Parametric Study - Case 1 - Live Load Abutment Reactions 
 
 
Table 4.35: Parametric Study - Case 2 - Live Load Abutment Reactions 
 
 
No Skew 30 45 60 No Skew 30 45 60
Exterior -0.56 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.48 0.30 -0.11 0.15
Interior 2.36 -0.02 -0.01 -0.01 5.97 2.53 1.41 0.58
Interior 6.06 -0.12 -0.01 -0.01 11.50 5.98 4.71 2.63
Interior 2.35 -0.19 -0.12 -0.01 5.96 8.64 8.41 10.64
Exterior -0.56 -0.10 -0.13 -0.06 -0.48 0.19 3.08 2.58
Support
Soil No Soil
No Skew 30 45 60 No Skew 30 45 60
Exterior 22.47 12.21 6.41 0.36 31.84 28.40 8.30 6.68
Interior 31.61 23.87 20.38 7.03 42.02 60.89 69.65 68.74
Interior 3.17 1.64 1.69 1.71 6.68 24.43 54.56 98.32
Interior -1.17 -0.96 -1.03 -0.81 -1.06 3.86 15.03 46.85
Exterior -0.36 -0.07 -0.01 0.04 -0.60 -5.09 -8.08 -26.56
Support
Soil No Soil
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Figure 4.79: Parametric Study - Live Load Abutment Reactions with Soil 
 
 
Figure 4.80: Parametric Study - Live Load Abutment Reactions without Soil 
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A general trend can also be seen in the tables presented previously. For models 
without soil, live load abutment reactions for Case 2 increase as the bridge skew angle was 
increased. This is expected since, without a soil support, the applied load will have to transfer 
to the abutment supports and the edge support at the opposite end of the abutment interface. 
For models with soil, the live load abutment reactions decreased as the bridge skew angle 
was increased. This difference is due to the 12 feet void incorporated in the soil. For models 
with a lower skew angle, the applied load will be applied closer or on top of the void. In 
models with a higher skew angle, the load will be applied farther from the void. For these 
reasons, the live load abutment reactions for Case 2 on models with soil decrease as the 
bridge skew angle was increased.  
No clear trend could be recognized with Case 1 since the live load abutment reactions 
varied as the bridge skew angle was changed. For skewed models with soil, the abutment 
reaction was 0 kips or uplift as expected. The soil and the edge support at the opposite end of 
the abutment interface are supporting all the truck load in these cases. Some live load 
abutment reaction can be seen for the non-skewed model since the load is applied on top of 
the 12 feet void in contrast with the other models. 
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Results for deflection values in inches are shown in Table 4.36 and Table 4.37 for 
Case 1 and Case 2 respectively. Figure 4.81, Figure 4.82, Figure 4.83, and Figure 4.84 show 
bar graphs with all the values being compared for midspan deflections and abutment 
interface deflections. 
 
Table 4.36: Parametric Study - Case 1 - Deflection Values 
 
 
Table 4.37: Parametric Study - Case 2 - Deflection Values 
 
 
No Skew 30 45 60 No Skew 30 45 60
Midspan -0.12 -0.06 -0.06 -0.06 -0.31 -2.32 -3.46 -12.32
Abutment -0.03 -0.02 -0.03 -0.05 -0.07 -0.17 -0.27 -0.74
Soil No Soil
Location
No Skew 30 45 60 No Skew 30 45 60
Midspan -0.17 -0.07 -0.07 -0.06 -0.53 -5.02 -6.50 -20.92
Abutment -0.06 -0.05 -0.04 -0.05 -0.12 -0.34 -0.51 -1.22
Location
Soil No Soil
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Figure 4.81: Parametric Study - Midspan Deflection Values with Soil 
 
 
Figure 4.82: Parametric Study - Midspan Deflection Values without Soil 
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Figure 4.83: Parametric Study - Abutment Deflection Values with Soil 
 
 
Figure 4.84: Parametric Study - Abutment Deflection Values without Soil 
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A general trend can also be seen in the tables presented previously. As expected, for 
models without soil, the deflection at the midspan of the approach slab and at the abutment 
interface increased as the bridge skew angle was increased. This was seen for both Case 1 
and Case 2 truck loading conditions. For models with soil, the midspan deflection values 
decreased as the bridge skew angle was increased. As explained before, this difference is due 
to the 12 feet void incorporated in the soil. No clear trend could be recognized for abutment 
deflection values in models with soil. The results varied without a pattern as the bridge skew 
angle was changed. 
 
Results for stress levels in psi are shown in Table 4.38 and Table 4.39 for Case 1 and 
Case 2 respectively. Figure 4.85, Figure 4.86, Figure 4.87, and Figure 4.88 show bar graphs 
with all the values being compared. The values shown correspond to von Mises stress levels 
on the different points of interest across the joint and approach slab. 
 
Table 4.38: Parametric Study - Case 1 - Stress Values 
 
 
Table 4.39: Parametric Study - Case 2 - Stress Values 
 
No Skew 30 45 60 No Skew 30 45 60
Top 299.0 129.6 132.7 117.7 528.0 940.2 1125.0 1125.0
Bottom 341.0 172.8 176.7 156.8 528.0 940.2 1125.0 1125.0
Top 425.1 388.5 396.7 391.4 632.2 1252.0 1499.0 2801.0
Bottom 383.1 302.2 308.7 430.5 632.2 1252.0 1499.0 3055.0
Midspan
Abutment
Soil No Soil
Location
No Skew 30 45 60 No Skew 30 45 60
Top 355.0 175.5 132.7 156.6 818.0 1829.0 1706.0 2620.0
Bottom 405.4 219.3 176.6 195.6 818.0 1829.0 1706.0 2620.0
Top 607.0 482.2 484.5 468.6 1224.0 2438.0 2680.0 4799.0
Bottom 506.2 394.6 440.5 468.6 1021.0 2438.0 2923.0 5235.0
Midspan
Abutment
Location
Soil No Soil
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Figure 4.85: Parametric Study - Midspan Stress Values with Soil 
 
 
Figure 4.86: Parametric Study - Midspan Stress Values without Soil 
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Figure 4.87: Parametric Study - Abutment Stress Values with Soil 
 
 
Figure 4.88: Parametric Study - Abutment Stress Values without Soil 
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As expected, for models without soil, the stress values at the midspan of the approach 
slab and at the abutment interface increased as the bridge skew angle was increased. This is 
true for both the top face and the bottom face of the bridge deck (approach slab). This was 
also seen for both Case 1 and Case 2. For models with soil, stress values of all skewed model 
lowered when compared to the non-skewed model. As explained before, this difference is 
due to the 12 feet void incorporated in the soil. However, no clear trend could be recognized 
when comparing the values between the skewed models. The results varied without a pattern 
as the bridge skew angle was changed. This inconsistency might be due to the difference in 
modeling the Case 2 truck loading conditions with missing axles for two of the models, the 
non-skewed model and the 30 degree skew model. The 12 feet void incorporated in the soil 
also impact these results. 
 
4.3     Summary And Discussion 
Full-scale FE models were realized of the selected candidate bridges during the 
course of this research. The two distinct bridges were denominated the Story County bridge 
and the Marshall County bridge. Both bridges are welded plate steel girder bridges with three 
spans and stud abutments. The details that differ from each other are shown below. 
The Story County bridge is 338 feet long bridge, 343 feet face to face of paving 
notches, with a roadway of 30 feet. This bridge is a non-skewed bridge with four girders the 
bridge deck. Interior span is 132 feet long while exterior spans are 103 feet long. The 
Marshall County bridge is a 210 feet long bridge, 217 feet 9-3/8 inches face to face of paving 
notches, with a roadway of 44 feet. This bridge is skewed 45 degrees with five girders 
supporting the bridge deck. Interior span is 82 feet long while exterior spans are 64 feet long. 
The detailing of the welded plate steel girders in terms of the height, width, and thickness of 
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the flanges and webs is also different. These can be seen in more detail in the original plans 
for each bridge, Appendix A and Appendix B for the Story County bridge and for the 
Marshall County bridge respectively. 
To properly model the bridges, different types of elements were used. All concrete 
members were modeled as C3D8R elements, which is an 8-node linear brick element with 
reduced integration and hourglass control. All steel elements were modeled as S4R elements, 
4-node doubly curved thin or thick shell, reduced integration, hourglass control, finite 
membrane strains. These elements are commonly used on members where one dimensions is 
much lower in magnitude than the other two. For all flanges and webs, the thickness of the 
member is much lower than the corresponding height or width. The concrete bridge deck 
could have been modeled as an S4R element as well since two dimensions are much higher 
than the other (length and width are much higher than the thickness). In early developments 
of the model, the concrete deck was modeled as a C3D8R element and since it did not add 
recognizable computation time. The concrete deck was kept that way throughout the 
research. 
All steel members of the welded plate steel girders and diaphragms were merged 
together and assigned a uniform mesh size. Boundary conditions were assigned to all faces 
that corresponded with soil support. These faces are at the bottom of the piers and in the 
bottom of the abutments and their corresponding backwall as well. Tied constraints were 
modeled between the top flanges of the steel girders and the bottom face of the concrete 
deck. These tie constraints assume full interaction between the two elements and transference 
of all degrees of freedom. Connecting wires between the bottom of the welded plate steel 
girders and the piers and abutments we also modeled. These wires were used to model the 
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bearings at these locations. Dead load and live load reaction values were taken from these 
wires in the various sections of this chapter. 
Both bridges were compared with the original plan values for dead load deflection 
and reactions, temperature expansion, and live load reactions. An additional verification was 
made with live load deflections values corresponding with AASHTO Specifications limits. 
Results for both bridges will be discussed below. 
For the Story County bridge, dead load deflection results from the FE model matched 
with the original plan value of 1 inch at midspan of the interior span. Dead load reactions 
showed high percentages of difference for DL#2 yet the total load ranged from a percentage 
of difference of 0.22% to a 5.48%. The high difference in DL#2 may be due to various 
assumptions being made for that load in the original plan values. For temperature loading, the 
FE results matched the one from the original plans with 0.5 inches. These values also show a 
10% percentage of difference from the value obtained by Equation (1). 
For the live load results, deflection values were verified with the AASHTO 
Specifications limit of L/800. The value obtained from the FE results was lower than this 
limit. For live load reactions, various cases were analyzed depending on what value was 
being maximized. Also, reaction values show very high percentage of difference when 
analyzed with current loading conditions. Loading conditions were altered because of this to 
match the ones used in the original plans. The discussion that follows corresponds to those 
values. For the abutment reactions, low percentages of difference were obtained in the total 
load where percentages of difference ranged from 3.5% for the exterior supports to 4.12% for 
the interior supports. For the pier reactions, low percentages of error were obtained in the 
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total load where percentages of difference range from 2.35% for the exterior supports to 
3.78% for the interior supports. 
With low percentages of difference across all loading conditions (dead load, 
temperature loading, and live loads), this model can be confidently used to compare and 
correlate with the experimental investigation results that would be obtained in the future. 
This investigation is detailed in Chapter 6. 
For the Marshall County bridge, dead load deflection results from the FE model 
resulted in a percentage of difference of 15% with the original plan value. This may be due to 
additional dead load members being taken into consideration in the original plan value. Dead 
load reactions showed low percentages of difference in all values with values ranging from 
1.1% to 4.15%. For temperature loading, the FE results show percentages of difference of 
20% with the original plan value and 6.22% with the value obtained from Equation (1). The 
original plan value might be calculated based on a different coefficient of thermal expansion 
than the one used across all models. 
For the live load results, deflection values were verified with the AASHTO 
Specifications limit of L/800. The value obtained from the FE results was lower than this 
limit. For live load reactions, various cases were analyzed depending on what value was 
being maximized. Also, reaction values show very high percentage of difference when 
analyzed with current loading conditions. Loading conditions were altered because of this to 
match the ones used in the original plans. The discussion that follows corresponds to those 
values. For the abutment reactions, low percentages of difference were obtained in the total 
load where percentages of difference ranged from 5.2% for the exterior supports to 13.59% 
for the interior supports. For the pier reactions, low percentages of error were obtained in the 
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total load where percentages of difference range from 10.06% for the exterior supports to 
3.57% for the interior supports. 
With low percentages of difference across all loading conditions (dead load, 
temperature loading, and live loads), this model can be confidently used to study the impact 
of the deck over backwall concept in existing bridge elements, discussed in the following 
pages. This model can also be used to compare and correlate with the post-construction 
testing results that would be obtained in the future. This testing is detailed in Chapter 7. 
The impact of the deck over backwall concept was seen in Section 4.2.3. Additional 
members had to be modeled in the FE model that included the deck over backwall concept 
and the approach slab. The soil was modeled as a C3D8R element just like the concrete 
members. Tie constraints were added in the abutment interface between the curb and the end 
span beam with the concrete deck. Diaphragms were embedded into this curb and end span 
beam. Additionally, a contact interaction was imposed between the soil and the bottom face 
of the approach slab. 
This model was analyzed under dead load, temperature loading, and various 
configurations of live loads. Abutment reactions were studied under the dead loads and live 
loads mentioned previously. Deflection and stress levels were taken in various points of 
interest across the joint in the abutment interface and the midpsan of the approach slab. 
Result show an increase in bearing loads due to the additional dead loads from the 
approach slab and live loads corresponding to the different truck loading conditions. The 
deck over the backwall dead loads corresponded to approximately an additional 15 kips to 28 
kips for interior supports and 5 kips to 11 kips for exterior supports. These values assume 
some form of soil support and the presence of an end span beam. For models without soil 
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support, dead load corresponded to approximately an additional 60 kips for interior supports 
and 11 kips for exterior supports. 
The additional 64 foot section in one end of the approach slab accounted for an 
additional temperature deformation of 0.16 inches. This value showed a percentage of 
difference of 4% from the value calculated with Equation (1). 
Live load corresponded to approximately a maximum of 48 kips for interior supports 
and 26 kips for exterior supports. These values assume some form of soil support. For 
models without soil support, live load corresponded to approximately a maximum of 70 kips 
for interior supports and 27 kips for exterior supports. 
Deflection values were obtained in the abutment interface and the midspan of the 
approach slab. For the deflection values across the abutment interface, the maximum 
deflection for models with soil was 0.09 inches. For models without soil the value increased 
as expected to 0.51 inches. For the midpspan of the approach slab, the maximum for models 
with soil was 0.32 inches. For models without soil the value increased to 6.5 inches. 
Stress values were obtained in the abutment interface and the midspan of the 
approach slab. For the stress values across the abutment interface, the maximum stress for 
models with soil was 675.4 psi. For models without soil the value increased as expected to 
3013 psi. For the stress of the approach slab, the maximum stress for models with soil was 
361.5 psi. For models without soil the value increased as expected to 1706 psi. 
A parametric study of various bridge skew angles was also realized with the Marshall 
County bridge. The model was altered to match skew angles of 30 degrees and 60 degrees in 
addition to a non-skewed version of the model. These models and the original 45 degree 
model were compared. Results for models without soil show that generally an increase in the 
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bridge skew angle leads to an increase in all points of interest under study. These being the 
dead load abutment reactions and temperature deformation of the bridges with and without 
the approach slab, live load abutment reactions, deflection values and stress levels at the 
abutment interface and in the midspan of the approach slab. Results for models with soil 
show more variance due to the incorporation of a 12 feet void in the soil and difficulties with 
the Case 2 truck loading condition. 
With these values, the Iowa DOT can confidently design the new joint and the 
approach slab for the deck over backwall concept. Reinforcement bars and concrete strength 
can be designed with the stress levels provided by the FE model at the abutment interface and 
in the midspan of the approach slab.  
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CHAPTER 5.    COST ANALYSIS 
An estimate of the installation, repair, or replacement costs over the service life of the 
bridge was developed for different types of joints including the deck over backwall concept. 
Construction costs of the Iowa DOT joint was also estimated using the Final Bridge Design 
Software, with a spreadsheet titled Prepare Cost Estimate last updated on 4/25/17 (Iowa DOT 
Office of Bridges and Structures 2018b). This spreadsheet stores historical cost data for bid 
items in state job estimates. Most items have cost data from 05-2016 through 04-2017. The 
remaining items have cost data within the past ten years. With the cost estimate and the 
construction cost of the concept, a comparison with the implementation of other types of 
joints was completed. 
 
5.1     Background 
To develop the cost estimate, a service life and a cost associated with each type of 
joint was needed. Civjan and Quinn (2016) researched the best practices for bridge expansion 
joints and headers in the Northeastern States of the Unites States. As part of the research for 
the Massachusetts DOT (MassDOT), the Massachusetts DOT and several neighboring DOTs 
were surveyed on their use of expansion joints and, more particularly for this research, the 
service life of each type of joint. The nine states surveyed were Connecticut, Maine, 
Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, and 
Vermont. Table 5.1 shows the responses from the nine states in terms of the service life for 
the various types of joints. Civjan and Quinn (2016) compiled the service life of the various 
types of joints from the responses of the nine states and categorized them in ranges from 0 to 
4 years, 5 to 8 years, 9 to 12 years, 13 to 16 years, and above 16 years. 
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Table 5.1: Typical Service Life of Joints 
Source: Civjan and Quinn (2016) 
 
 
Where SS:D stands for Saw and Seal Deck over Backwall, SS:O for Saw and Seal 
over EM-SEAL, APJ for Asphalt Plug Joint, CS for Compression Seal, SS for Strip Seal, EM 
for EM-SEAL, PS for Pourable Seal, MJ for Modular Joint, SPJ for Sliding Plate Joint, FJ for 
Finger Joint, OJ for Open Joint, and LS for Link-Slab. 
Civjan and Quinn (2016) also provided typical costs in cost per linear foot, US dollars 
($) per linear foot, for the installation of the different joint types. For the cost estimate 
developed in the following pages, the installation cost was assumed to be the same as a repair 
or replacement cost with the exception of Strip Seals were the installation cost was taken a 
$300-$800 while the repair or replacement cost was taken as $75. These costs alongside the 
different types of joints can be seen in Table 5.2. The cost for three types of joints was not 
provided. These joints are Sliding Plate Joint, Open Joint, and Link-Slab. In the service life 
study and the cost estimate detailed in the following pages, these types of joints were omitted 
since a direct comparison in terms of cost could not be established. 
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Table 5.2: Typical Cost of Joints 
Source: Civjan and Quinn (2016) 
 
 
 
As it can be seen in the table above, the cost of the Saw and Seal Deck over Backwall 
is extremely low, $15-$25 per linear foot, compared to the rest of the joint types. The Saw 
and Seal detailing can be seen in the joint developed by the Iowa DOT detailed in Chapter 3, 
Figure 3.8. The highest cost can be recognized on Finger Joints with costs of $1375-$1750 
per linear foot and on Modular Joints with costs of $1750-$4600 per linear foot.  
To develop the cost estimate, these costs were taken as three different cost points. 
These cost points are Low, Average, and High (L, A, and H). The lowest cost of each type of 
joint corresponds to the L cost point, the average cost to the A cost point, and the highest cost 
to the H cost point. For example, for the Asphalt Plug Joint, the Low cost would be $20 per 
linear foot, Average cost would be $160 per linear foot, and High cost would be $200 per 
linear foot. Some of the types of joints have the same value for all three cost points like 
Pourable Seals, Compression Seals, Strip Seals to replace, Saw and Seal over EM-SEAL, and 
EM-SEAL. 
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5.2     Service Life Of Joints 
As seen in Table 5.1, every type of joint in the table has different values for their 
service life. To develop the cost estimate, the service life of each type of joint was studied in 
relation with the bridge service life. This study aimed to find the number of times the joint 
has to be repaired or replaced in the service life of the bridge. A variable bridge service life 
of 25 years and 50 years was used. 
The service life of each joint was categorized into three stages. The stages were 
denominated as Early, Average, and Late service life. For the Early service life of each joint, 
the lower value of each range of Table 5.1 was used to average the service life. For example, 
in the 5-8 range, 5 years of service was used for the Early stage. For the Average service life 
of each joint, the average of each range was used to average the service life. For the Late 
service life, the highest value was used to average the service life. Some adjustments were 
made in the process. For the above 16 range, 16 years was used across all three stages. For 
example, if the service life of particular joint was 20 years, the data for that joint would be 
capped at 16 years. For the 0-4 range, a minimum of 1 year was used for the Early service 
life since it is unrealistic for a joint to have a service life of 0 years. 
Using the process detailed previously, the number of repair or replacements for each 
joint over a bridge service life of 25 years and 50 years was determined. Every joint type 
starts with an installation and that was assumed as a repair or replacement in the study with 
the exception of the Strip Seal joints. Table 5.3 and Table 5.4 show the number of times the 
joint has to be repaired or replaced for the bridge service life of 25 years and 50 years 
respectively. Each table has the three stages (Early, Average, and Late) detailed previously 
for each type of joint. 
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Table 5.3: Repair or Replacements over 25 Years 
 
 
Table 5.4: Repair or Replacements over 50 Years 
 
 
 
From the results presented above, it can be recognized that the number of repair or 
replacements for the Saw and Seal Deck over Backwall ranks among the lowest of the nine 
joint types being studied. On the other hand, it is quite clear that the Pourable Seal joint has 
the highest number of repair or replacements. Generally, the ascending order of each type of 
joint in number of repair or replacements could be ranked as Finger Joint and Modular Joint, 
Strip Seal and Saw and Seal deck over Backwall, Compression Seal, EM-SEAL, Saw and 
Seal over EM-SEAL, Asphalt Plug Joint, and Pourable Seal. These numbers are used in the 
cost estimate realized and detailed in the next pages. 
Early Average Late
2 2 2
14 8 5
3 3 3
3 3 2
3 3 2
6 4 4
6 5 4
2 2 2
4 3 3
Repair or Replacements
Joint Type
Finger Joints
Asphalt Plug Joint
Pourable Seal
Compression Seal
Strip Seal
Modular Joint
EM-SEAL
Saw and Seal Deck over Backwall
Saw and Seal over EM-SEAL
Early Average Late
4 4 4
28 16 10
6 5 5
5 5 4
5 5 4
11 8 7
12 9 7
4 4 4
7 6 6
Repair or Replacements
Joint Type
Finger Joints
Pourable Seal
Compression Seal
Strip Seal
Saw and Seal Deck over Backwall
Saw and Seal over EM-SEAL
Asphalt Plug Joint
Modular Joint
EM-SEAL
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5.3     Cost Estimate Over Bridge Service Life 
A cost estimate of the repair or replacement cost of various types of joints over a 
design service life of a bridge of 25 years and 50 years was developed. Various factors were 
taken into account for this analysis. The bridge in question would change the joint length, 
therefore, influencing the cost of each repair or replacement. The analysis was realized for 
the two case study bridges, the Story County bridge and the Marshall County bridge. Story 
County has a roadway width of 30 feet while being a non-skewed bridge, therefore, the joint 
is taken as 30 feet as well. On the other hand, the Marshall County bridge has a roadway of 
44 feet transversely and approximately 62.225 feet diagonally in the skew of the joint.  
Another factor that was taken into account was the inflation rate. The inflation rate 
was assumed as 2%, 3%, and 4% during the course of this analysis. Another factor that was 
considered was the service life of each joint. As previously discussed, each joint has a 
different service life and three different stages were determines for each as an Early, 
Average, and Late service life. The last factor that was taken into account was the service life 
of the bridge itself. 25 years and 50 years was used for this variable. 
Throughout the discussion, the indicators LE, LA, LL, AE, AA, AL, HE, HA, and HL 
are used. The first letter means the cost of repair or replacement (Low, Average, and High) 
and the second letter means the stage of the service life (Early, Average, and Late). For 
example, the designation AE would mean an Average Cost with an Early Service Life for the 
different types of joints. 
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The future cost of repair or replacement of each joint at the end of its service life, was 
determined with Equation (6). 
𝐹𝑉 =  𝑃𝑉 × (1 + 𝑖)𝑁 
(6) 
Where FV is the future value, PV is the present value, i is the inflation rate, and N is 
the number of periods. 
To develop the cost estimate, the FV of repair or replacements of the different types 
of joints was calculated using PV as the cost of each type of joint shown in 5.1, Table 5.2, 
and N as the service life of each type of joint discussed in 5.2, Table 5.3 and Table 5.4. 
Results for the Marshall County bridge with an inflation rate of 2% for a bridge 
service life of 25 years are shown in Figure 5.1 for AE, Figure 5.2 for AA, Figure 5.3 for AL. 
In addition, results for a bridge service life of 50 years are shown in Figure 5.4 for AE, 
Figure 5.5 for AA, and Figure 5.6 for AL. Figures were not shown for the rest of the cases 
(Story County bridge, other cost and service life combinations, and other inflation rates). 
Each step in the graph means a repair or replacement cost. Every joint type starts with an 
installation cost in the present or year 0. This installation cost is assumed to be the same as 
the repair or replacement cost for all types of joints except Strip Seals. 
The costs for the Story County bridge are shown in Table 5.5, Table 5.6, Table 5.7, 
Table 5.8, Table 5.9, and Table 5.10 varying the bridge service life between 25 years and 50 
years and the inflation rate between 2%, 3%, and 4%. The costs for the Marshall County 
bridge are shown in Table 5.11, Table 5.12, Table 5.13, Table 5.14, Table 5.15, and Table 
5.16 varying the same factors. Each table shows the different cost and service life 
combinations (LE, LA, LL, etc.). The tables are color coded with red cells representing the 
higher values of costs and green cells representing the lower values of costs. 
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Figure 5.1: 25 Years - Average Cost, Early Service Life 
 
 
Figure 5.2: 25 Years - Average Cost, Average Service Life 
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Figure 5.3: 25 Years - Average Cost, Late Service Life 
 
 
Figure 5.4: 50 Years - Average Cost, Early Service Life 
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Figure 5.5: 50 Years - Average Cost, Average Service Life 
 
 
Figure 5.6: 50 Years - Average Cost, Late Service Life 
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Table 5.5: Story - 25 Years Service Life, 2% Inflation Rate 
 
Table 5.6: Story - 50 Years Service Life, 2% Inflation Rate 
 
Table 5.7: Story - 25 Years Service Life, 3% Inflation Rate 
 
Table 5.8: Story - 50 Years Service Life, 3% Inflation Rate 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LE LA LL AE AA AL HE HA HL
97115 97378 97642 102740 103003 103267 108365 108628 108892
298007 159914 89288 298007 159914 89288 298007 159914 89288
65797 67723 69820 65797 67723 69820 65797 67723 69820
26401 26898 11926 43197 43915 19426 59993 60931 26926
2292 2341 1037 2631 2683 1187 2969 3025 1337
23103 13130 13855 23103 13130 13855 23103 13130 13855
44871 36574 27201 52032 42321 31402 59193 48068 35602
120751 121773 122809 163501 164523 165559 206251 207273 208309
20531 12940 13295 20531 12940 13295 20531 12940 13295
US Dollar ($)
Joint Type
Finger Joints
Pourable Seal
Compression Seal
Strip Seal
Saw and Seal Deck over Backwall
Saw and Seal over EM-SEAL
Asphalt Plug Joint
Modular Joint
EM-SEAL
LE LA LL AE AA AL HE HA HL
406765 410168 413608 430325 433861 437435 453885 457554 461262
819095 459409 267887 819095 459409 267887 819095 459409 267887
225164 171813 183172 225164 171813 183172 225164 171813 183172
66962 70207 47600 109563 114622 77535 152164 159038 107469
5913 6182 4159 6786 7085 4760 7660 7989 5362
60384 40408 36140 60384 40408 36140 60384 40408 36140
131027 94412 69492 151939 109247 80223 172851 124082 90955
505764 512921 520216 684821 692989 701303 863878 873058 882391
52826 43060 46279 52826 43060 46279 52826 43060 46279
US Dollar ($)
Joint Type
Finger Joints
Pourable Seal
Compression Seal
Strip Seal
Saw and Seal Deck over Backwall
Saw and Seal over EM-SEAL
Asphalt Plug Joint
Modular Joint
EM-SEAL
LE LA LL AE AA AL HE HA HL
106119 106575 107033 111744 112200 112658 117369 117825 118283
337950 181040 99860 337950 181040 99860 337950 181040 99860
72998 76356 80091 72998 76356 80091 72998 76356 80091
28771 29633 12330 46605 47835 19830 64438 66036 27330
2607 2694 1120 2968 3062 1270 3329 3429 1420
26322 14532 15796 26322 14532 15796 26322 14532 15796
50311 41441 30695 58165 47759 35251 66020 54076 39807
130170 131911 133691 172920 174661 176441 215670 217411 219191
23250 14223 14834 23250 14223 14834 23250 14223 14834
Modular Joint
EM-SEAL
Saw and Seal Deck over Backwall
Saw and Seal over EM-SEAL
Asphalt Plug Joint
Pourable Seal
Compression Seal
Strip Seal
Joint Type
US Dollar ($)
Finger Joints
LE LA LL AE AA AL HE HA HL
535431 542624 549936 563813 571264 578838 592194 599904 607739
1089052 614352 352402 1089052 614352 352402 1089052 614352 352402
298084 221395 245181 298084 221395 245181 298084 221395 245181
83388 89965 57586 135074 145224 92614 186761 200483 127642
7765 8336 5267 8840 9472 5973 9916 10607 6678
80094 52224 47907 80094 52224 47907 80094 52224 47907
172379 123574 90007 199291 142413 103368 226204 161252 116729
656782 671624 686903 872481 889286 906551 1088180 1106947 1126200
68965 55519 62269 68965 55519 62269 68965 55519 62269
Modular Joint
EM-SEAL
Saw and Seal Deck over Backwall
Saw and Seal over EM-SEAL
Asphalt Plug Joint
Pourable Seal
Compression Seal
Strip Seal
Joint Type
US Dollar ($)
Finger Joints
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Table 5.9: Story - 25 Years Service Life, 4% Inflation Rate 
 
Table 5.10: Story - 50 Years Service Life, 4% Inflation Rate 
 
Table 5.11: Marshall - 25 Years Service Life, 2% Inflation Rate 
 
Table 5.12: Marshall - 50 Years Service Life, 2% Inflation Rate 
 
LE LA LL AE AA AL HE HA HL
116465 117167 117875 122090 122792 123500 127715 128417 129125
337950 181040 99860 337950 181040 99860 337950 181040 99860
72998 76356 80091 72998 76356 80091 72998 76356 80091
28771 29633 12330 46605 47835 19830 64438 66036 27330
2607 2694 1120 2968 3062 1270 3329 3429 1420
26322 14532 15796 26322 14532 15796 26322 14532 15796
50311 41441 30695 58165 47759 35251 66020 54076 39807
130170 131911 133691 172920 174661 176441 215670 217411 219191
23250 14223 14834 23250 14223 14834 23250 14223 14834
Joint Type
US Dollar ($)
Finger Joints
Pourable Seal
Compression Seal
Strip Seal
Saw and Seal Deck over Backwall
Saw and Seal over EM-SEAL
Asphalt Plug Joint
Modular Joint
EM-SEAL
LE LA LL AE AA AL HE HA HL
716040 729655 743578 750624 764684 779062 785207 799714 814545
1468563 833705 469895 1468563 833705 469895 1468563 833705 469895
400492 288990 333581 400492 288990 333581 400492 288990 333581
105162 117084 70481 168552 186744 111826 231941 256403 153170
10346 11434 6753 11687 12882 7588 13027 14329 8423
107752 68327 64437 107752 68327 64437 107752 68327 64437
229846 163892 118058 264942 188122 134888 300038 212351 151718
865520 893103 921796 1128352 1159329 1191470 1391185 1425554 1461145
91238 72482 85153 91238 72482 85153 91238 72482 85153
Joint Type
US Dollar ($)
Finger Joints
Pourable Seal
Compression Seal
Strip Seal
Saw and Seal Deck over Backwall
Saw and Seal over EM-SEAL
Asphalt Plug Joint
Modular Joint
EM-SEAL
LE LA LL AE AA AL HE HA HL
201435 201979 202527 213102 213647 214194 224769 225314 225861
618119 331691 185200 618119 331691 185200 618119 331691 185200
136476 140470 144819 136476 140470 144819 136476 140470 144819
54761 55791 24736 89599 91087 40293 124437 126383 55849
4754 4856 2152 5456 5565 2463 6159 6275 2774
47919 27233 28738 47919 27233 28738 47919 27233 28738
93070 75862 56420 107923 87782 65133 122777 99702 73846
250460 252578 254728 339131 341250 343399 427803 429921 432071
42585 26840 27575 42585 26840 27575 42585 26840 27575
Modular Joint
EM-SEAL
Saw and Seal Deck over Backwall
Saw and Seal over EM-SEAL
Asphalt Plug Joint
Pourable Seal
Compression Seal
Strip Seal
Joint Type
US Dollar ($)
Finger Joints
LE LA LL AE AA AL HE HA HL
843703 850762 857896 892571 899906 907319 941439 949050 956741
1698951 952897 555646 1698951 952897 555646 1698951 952897 555646
467030 356372 379931 467030 356372 379931 467030 356372 379931
138891 145621 98730 227253 237747 160821 315615 329874 222911
12265 12822 8627 14076 14696 9874 15887 16570 11121
125248 83813 74962 125248 83813 74962 125248 83813 74962
271774 195827 144139 315149 226598 166398 358524 257368 188657
1049045 1063891 1079021 1420441 1437385 1454629 1791838 1810879 1830237
109571 89315 95990 109571 89315 95990 109571 89315 95990
Modular Joint
EM-SEAL
Saw and Seal Deck over Backwall
Saw and Seal over EM-SEAL
Asphalt Plug Joint
Pourable Seal
Compression Seal
Strip Seal
Joint Type
US Dollar ($)
Finger Joints
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Table 5.13: Marshall - 25 Years Service Life, 3% Inflation Rate 
 
Table 5.14: Marshall - 50 Years Service Life, 3% Inflation Rate 
 
Table 5.15: Marshall - 25 Years Service Life, 4% Inflation Rate 
 
Table 5.16: Marshall - 50 Years Service Life, 4% Inflation Rate 
 
 
 
 
 
LE LA LL AE AA AL HE HA HL
220110 221055 222007 231777 232722 233674 243444 244389 245341
700970 375510 207128 700970 375510 207128 700970 375510 207128
151411 158375 166124 151411 158375 166124 151411 158375 166124
59677 61465 25575 96667 99218 41131 133656 136971 56687
5406 5589 2323 6155 6350 2634 6904 7112 2945
54597 30143 32764 54597 30143 32764 54597 30143 32764
104353 85956 63666 120645 99060 73117 136938 112164 82567
269996 273607 277299 358667 362278 365971 447338 450949 454642
48224 29501 30768 48224 29501 30768 48224 29501 30768
Modular Joint
EM-SEAL
Saw and Seal Deck over Backwall
Saw and Seal over EM-SEAL
Asphalt Plug Joint
Pourable Seal
Compression Seal
Strip Seal
Joint Type
US Dollar ($)
Finger Joints
LE LA LL AE AA AL HE HA HL
1110581 1125500 1140667 1169449 1184904 1200613 1228317 1244308 1260559
2258889 1274277 730946 2258889 1274277 730946 2258889 1274277 730946
618280 459212 508550 618280 459212 508550 618280 459212 508550
172961 186604 119444 280169 301221 192098 387376 415839 264753
16105 17291 10925 18336 19646 12388 20567 22001 13852
166129 108321 99368 166129 108321 99368 166129 108321 99368
357544 256315 186691 413366 295390 214404 469187 334466 242117
1362285 1393070 1424760 1809683 1844539 1880351 2257080 2296008 2335942
143047 115156 129157 143047 115156 129157 143047 115156 129157
Modular Joint
EM-SEAL
Saw and Seal Deck over Backwall
Saw and Seal over EM-SEAL
Asphalt Plug Joint
Pourable Seal
Compression Seal
Strip Seal
Joint Type
US Dollar ($)
Finger Joints
LE LA LL AE AA AL HE HA HL
241569 243025 244494 253236 254692 256162 264903 266359 267829
797353 426423 232280 797353 426423 232280 797353 426423 232280
168514 179319 191608 168514 179319 191608 168514 179319 191608
65292 68053 26519 104649 108541 42075 144006 149030 57632
6178 6470 2515 6979 7289 2827 7779 8108 3138
62427 33444 37508 62427 33444 37508 62427 33444 37508
117321 97725 72093 135235 112172 82371 153149 126620 92648
291998 297464 303094 380669 386136 391765 469341 474807 480436
54811 32511 34451 54811 32511 34451 54811 32511 34451
Joint Type
US Dollar ($)
Finger Joints
Pourable Seal
Compression Seal
Strip Seal
Saw and Seal Deck over Backwall
Saw and Seal over EM-SEAL
Asphalt Plug Joint
Modular Joint
EM-SEAL
LE LA LL AE AA AL HE HA HL
1485197 1513435 1542315 1556929 1586093 1615914 1628660 1658751 1689513
3046065 1729253 974646 3046065 1729253 974646 3046065 1729253 974646
830692 599418 691908 830692 599418 691908 830692 599418 691908
218125 242854 146190 349606 387340 231946 481087 531827 317703
21460 23716 14007 24240 26719 15739 27020 29722 17471
223496 141722 133654 223496 141722 133654 223496 141722 133654
476742 339942 244874 549537 390198 279783 622332 440454 314691
1795244 1852457 1911970 2340406 2404656 2471324 2885568 2956856 3030678
189245 150341 176623 189245 150341 176623 189245 150341 176623
Joint Type
US Dollar ($)
Finger Joints
Pourable Seal
Compression Seal
Strip Seal
Saw and Seal Deck over Backwall
Saw and Seal over EM-SEAL
Asphalt Plug Joint
Modular Joint
EM-SEAL
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From the results presented in the previous pages, it is clear that the Saw and Seal 
Deck over Backwall has the lowest cost across all types of joints and in all combinations of 
cost and service life (LE, LA, LL, etc.). It also has the lowest cost over a bridge service life 
of 25 years and 50 years as well. This can be easily recognized in the color-coded tables as 
Saw and Seal Deck over Backwall presents the most green cells in each table. From the other 
types of joints, Modular Joint, Finger Joint, Pourable Seal were identified as having the 
highest cost by a wide margin for all of the cases shown. Saw and Seal over EM-SEAL, 
Asphalt Plug Joint, Strip Seal, and EM-SEAL ranked the lowest in terms of costs among the 
remaining types of joints. 
 
5.4     Construction Cost Of Deck Over Backwall Concept 
Various items were taken into consideration to develop an estimate of the 
construction cost of the deck over backwall concept. The Final Bridge Design Software 
(Iowa DOT Office of Bridges and Structures 2018b) was used to identify items that would 
pertain to the construction cost of the deck over backwall concept. Table 5.17 shows the 
items that were chosen in the software with the long bid and short bid descriptions, 
measuring unit, unit price for each one, and date of cost data. 
 
Table 5.17: Deck over Backwall Concept Construction Items 
Source: Iowa DOT Office of Bridges and Structures (2018) 
 
 
Low High Average
2102-2710070 EXCAVATION, CLASS 10, ROADWAY AND BORROW CY 2 89.5 3.07 5-2016 thru 4-2017 EXCAVATION, CL 10, RDWY+BORROW
2115-0100000 MODIFIED SUBBASE CY 17 135 40.36 5-2016 thru 4-2017 MODIFIED SUBBASE
2301-0690205 BRIDGE APPROACH, BR-205 SY 150 190 174.06 5-2016 thru 4-2017 BRIDGE APPROACH, BR-205
2401-7207020 REMOVAL OF CONCRETE CY 267 267 267 12-2014 thru 10-2015 RMVL OF CONC
Date of Cost Data Short Bid Item Description
Unit Price ($)
UnitLong Bid Item DescriptionItem Code
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The first item shown in the table above is the excavation of Class 10 soil. According 
to Iowa DOT (2018), Class 10 soils include normal earth materials such as loam, silt, gumbo, 
peat, clay, soft shale, sand, and gravel. It was determined that this Class applied for most 
cases, therefore it was used in the estimate. The excavation consists 24 inches below the 
approach slab according to Iowa DOT Office of Design (2018). This can be seen in Chapter 
3, Figure 3.1. Using this standard, the deck over backwall concept was estimated as having a 
similar cost to the BR-205 approach slab shown in the same figure. The new modified 
subbase was also considered in the cost estimate. It is to be placed in the same volume that 
was excavated supporting the new approach slab. Finally, the concrete removal of the current 
approach slab plus the abutment interface was assumed for the length of the deck over 
backwall concept and a 12 inch thickness. 
Even though the Marshall County bridge was chosen as the test bridge that the deck 
over backwall concept would be implemented, calculations were done for both the Story 
County bridge and the Marshall County bridge. A substantial difference in the estimate can 
be seen from a non-skewed bridge to a skewed bridge since different units of area and 
volume lead to different cost estimates. The skew of the Marshall County bridge results in 
one end of the approach slab being a 20 feet section while the other being a 64 foot section. 
This increases the cost from non-skewed bridge counterparts like the Story County bridge. A 
summary of the costs associated with the deck over backwall concept is presented in Table 
5.18 and Table 5.19 for the Story County bridge and the Marshall County bridge 
respectively. The average unit price from the Final Bridge Design Software was used for 
both estimates. 
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Table 5.18: Story - Construction Cost of Deck over Backwall Concept 
 
Table 5.19: Marshall - Construction Cost of Deck over Backwall Concept 
 
 
The total construction cost of the deck over backwall concept resulted in 
approximately $20,000 for the Story County bridge and $60,000 for the Marshall County 
bridge. The approach slab itself, which was assumed as the BR-205 approach slab from the 
Iowa DOT Bridge Approach Standards, accounts for more than half of the total construction 
cost of the deck over backwall concept. While the concrete removal accounts for almost a 
third of the cost and the remaining items in excavation and the modified subbase account for 
the other fractions of the construction cost. 
From these total cost numbers, the impact of the skew on the approach slab costs can 
be recognized. An almost 50% increase in roadway length, 44 feet for the Marshall County 
bridge and 30 feet for the Story County bridge, with a 45-degree skew, triples the 
construction cost of the approach slab. This major difference is due to the higher area and 
volume requirements of an approach slab with a non-skewed end. In comparison, for other 
Low High Average
EXCAVATION, CL 10, RDWY+BORROW 44.44 CY 136.44 2 89.5 3.07
MODIFIED SUBBASE 44.44 CY 1,793.78 17 135 40.36
BRIDGE APPROACH, BR-205 66.67 SY 11,603.88 150 190 174.06
RMVL OF CONC 22.22 CY 5,933.33 267 267 267
Total Cost ($) 19,467.44
Short Bid Item Description
Total 
Quantity
Unit Total Cost ($)
Unit Price ($)
Low High Average
EXCAVATION, CL 10, RDWY+BORROW 136.89 CY 420.25 2 89.5 3.07
MODIFIED SUBBASE 136.89 CY 5,524.84 17 135 40.36
BRIDGE APPROACH, BR-205 205.33 SY 35,739.96 150 190 174.06
RMVL OF CONC 68.44 CY 18,274.67 267 267 267
Short Bid Item Description
Total 
Quantity
Unit Total Cost ($)
Unit Price ($)
Total Cost ($) 59,959.71
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types of joints, the skew and the roadway difference would more than double due to costs 
being calculated per foot (62.225 feet for Marshall County and 30 feet for Story County). 
With this construction cost estimate, a better comparison can be realized with other 
types of joints combining the repair or replacement costs of the Saw and Seal Deck over 
Backwall and the construction cost of the deck over backwall concept calculated previously. 
Results are shown in Table 5.20 and Table 5.21 for the Marshall County bridge with an 
inflation rate of 2%. Table 5.22 and Table 5.23 correspond to an inflation rate of 3%. The 
tables correspond to a bridge service life of 25 years and 50 years respectively. Only the 
comparable types of joints in terms of costs are shown. Four types of joints (FJ, PS, CS, and 
MJ) were omitted since the cost resulted extremely high compared to the ones shown in the 
tables. The tables are also color coded in the same manner as the previously shown. 
 
Table 5.20: Deck over Backwall Comparison, 25 Years Service Life, 2% Inflation Rate 
 
 
Table 5.21: Deck over Backwall Comparison, 50 Years Service Life, 2% Inflation Rate 
 
 
LE LA LL AE AA AL HE HA HL
54761 55791 24736 89599 91087 40293 124437 126383 55849
64714 64815 62111 65416 65525 62423 66118 66235 62734
47919 27233 28738 47919 27233 28738 47919 27233 28738
93070 75862 56420 107923 87782 65133 122777 99702 73846
42585 26840 27575 42585 26840 27575 42585 26840 27575
Strip Seal
Joint Type
US Dollar ($)
EM-SEAL
Saw and Seal Deck over Backwall
Saw and Seal over EM-SEAL
Asphalt Plug Joint
LE LA LL AE AA AL HE HA HL
138891 145621 98730 227253 237747 160821 315615 329874 222911
72224 72782 68586 74036 74656 69834 75847 76530 71081
125248 83813 74962 125248 83813 74962 125248 83813 74962
271774 195827 144139 315149 226598 166398 358524 257368 188657
109571 89315 95990 109571 89315 95990 109571 89315 95990
US Dollar ($)
Strip Seal
Joint Type
EM-SEAL
Saw and Seal Deck over Backwall
Saw and Seal over EM-SEAL
Asphalt Plug Joint
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Table 5.22: Deck over Backwall Comparison, 25 Years Service Life, 3% Inflation Rate 
 
 
Table 5.23: Deck over Backwall Comparison, 50 Years Service Life, 3% Inflation Rate 
 
 
From the tables shown, it can be seen that for a bridge service life of 25 years, the 
deck over backwall concept has a higher cost than other comparable types of joints. The high 
initial cost accounts for most of the costs since the repair or replacement cost of Saw and 
Seal Deck over Backwall was the lowest of all types of joints by a wide margin. While the 
deck over backwall concept might not be the best option for a bridge service life of 25 years 
in terms of cost, for a bridge service life of 50 years, the deck over backwall concept has the 
lowest costs when compared to all other types of joints across all different combinations of 
cost points and service life stage (LE, LA, LL, etc.). 
 
 
 
LE LA LL AE AA AL HE HA HL
59677 61465 25575 96667 99218 41131 133656 136971 56687
65366 65549 62282 66115 66310 62593 66864 67071 62905
54597 30143 32764 54597 30143 32764 54597 30143 32764
104353 85956 63666 120645 99060 73117 136938 112164 82567
48224 29501 30768 48224 29501 30768 48224 29501 30768EM-SEAL
Saw and Seal Deck over Backwall
Saw and Seal over EM-SEAL
Asphalt Plug Joint
Strip Seal
Joint Type
US Dollar ($)
LE LA LL AE AA AL HE HA HL
172961 186604 119444 280169 301221 192098 387376 415839 264753
76065 77250 70885 78296 79606 72348 80526 81961 73812
166129 108321 99368 166129 108321 99368 166129 108321 99368
357544 256315 186691 413366 295390 214404 469187 334466 242117
143047 115156 129157 143047 115156 129157 143047 115156 129157EM-SEAL
Saw and Seal Deck over Backwall
Saw and Seal over EM-SEAL
Asphalt Plug Joint
Strip Seal
Joint Type
US Dollar ($)
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5.5     Break-Even Point Analysis 
As it was detailed previously for the Marshall County bridge, the deck over backwall 
concept produced the lowest costs for a bridge service life of 50 years. In contrast, it did not 
rank as the best alternative for a bridge service life of 25 years. Because of this, a break-even 
point (BEP) between the 25 years and 50 years was identified. Beyond that point, the deck 
over backwall concept would produce the lowest costs among all other types of joints across 
all different combinations of cost points and service life stage. Figure 5.7, Figure 5.8, and 
Figure 5.9 show the cost estimate graphs presented previously for the Marshall County 
bridge with an interest rate of 2%. The vertical axis is limited to $100,000 so that the BEP 
can be appreciated. Table 5.24 presents the BEP for the Marshall County bridge across all 
different combinations of cost points and service life stage for interest rates of 2%, 3%, and 
4%. The average BEP for each interest rate is also shown. 
 
 
Figure 5.7: Break-Even Point - Average Cost, Early Service Life 
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Figure 5.8: Break-Even Point - Average Cost, Average Service Life 
 
 
Figure 5.9: Break-Even Point - Average Cost, Late Service Life 
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Table 5.24: Break-Even Point of Deck over Backwall Concept 
 
 
As it can be seen in the table, the BEP for the deck over backwall concept ranges 
from 31 years to 50 years. Some BEPs end up at exactly 50 years since the particular type of 
joint that would be comparable to the deck over backwall concept would need a repair or 
replacement on that same year. The lowest BEP that was obtained in the study was 31 years 
on four of the 27 different cases considered. The average BEP is shown for all three interest 
rates used in the analysis. The average BEPs were 44 years, 38 years, and 36 years for 
interest rates of 2%, 3%, and 4% respectively. From these results, it can be concluded that as 
the interest rate increases, the BEP decreases. In this analysis, the interest rate does not affect 
the initial construction cost of the deck over backwall concept. Since the repair or 
replacement costs of Saw and Seal Deck over backwall were the lowest among all different 
types of joints, as the interest rate increases all repair or replacement costs for the remaining 
types of joints would increase more than the Saw and Seal Deck over Backwall.  
 
 
 
 
 
Interest Rate LE LA LL AE AA AL HE HA HL Average
2% 38 44 50 38 44 50 38 44 50 44
3% 33 38 40 31 38 48 31 38 48 38
4% 33 35 40 31 38 40 31 38 40 36
Break-Even Point (Years)
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5.6     Summary And Discussion 
To develop a cost analysis comparing the deck over backwall concept and different 
types of joints, pertinent information was used from Civjan and Quinn (2016) with the 
service life and installation costs of types of joints. Both variables, service life and 
installation costs, were varied throughout the development of the cost estimate. From this 
information, various service life stages were determined for each type of joint. The service 
life of each joint was split into values for an Early, Average, or Late (E, A, or L) service life. 
The costs of each joint were also varied throughout the study with different cost points. The 
installation for the different types of joints ranged in cost value and three different cost points 
were determined for each one. These cost points were Low, Average, and High (L, A, and 
H). Other factors were also varied during the cost analysis. Interest rates were used as 2%, 
3%, and 4% though results were only shown for 2% and 3%. In addition, the study was 
developed for both the Story County bridge and the Marshall County bridge even though the 
majority of the results shown correspond to the Marshall County bridge. 
A cost estimate of nine different types of joints was developed based on the number 
of times the joint has to be repaired or replaced in the service life of the bridge. The 
installation costs of each joint were assumed to be the same as the repair or replacement costs 
with the exception of one type of joint, Strip Seal joints. A variable bridge service life of 25 
years and 50 years was used throughout the study. Results from this estimate show that Saw 
and Seal Deck over Backwall produced the lowest repair or replacement cost among all nine 
joints across all different interest rates (2%, 3%, and 4%), both bridges under study (Story 
County bridge and Marshall County bridge), and combinations of cost points and service life 
stage (LE, LA, LL, etc.). 
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An initial construction cost of the deck over backwall concept was developed. Iowa 
DOT Final Fridge Design software was used to estimate the construction cost using the 
applicable bid items. The total construction cost of the deck over backwall concept resulted 
in approximately $20,000 for the Story County bridge and $60,000 for the Marshall County 
bridge. The impact of the skew was identified with the higher amounts of volume and area 
due to the approach slab having a non-skewed end. 
The construction cost was incorporated in the repair or replacement cost estimate 
previously discussed. Result show that for a bridge service life of 25 years, the concept has a 
higher cost than other comparable types of joints. The high initial cost accounts for most of 
the cost since the repair or replacement cost of Saw and Seal Deck over Backwall was the 
lowest of all types of joints. For a bridge service life of 50 years, the concept has the lowest 
costs when compared to all other types of joints across all different combinations of cost 
points and service life stages. Because of this, a BEP between the 25 years and 50 years was 
identified. Beyond that point, the deck over backwall concept would produce the lowest costs 
among all other types of joints across all different combinations of cost points and service 
life stage. Results show that as the interest rate increases, the BEP decreases. The average 
BEPs were 44 years, 38 years, and 36 years for interest rates of 2%, 3%, and 4% 
respectively. The BEP for the deck over backwall concept ranges from 31 years to 50 years. 
Many assumptions and simplifications were made to realize the cost estimate of the 
various types of joints. Numerous factors could have been incorporated to improve the 
accuracy of this analysis. Costs of maintenance of the interaction between abutment/bridge 
deck and approach slab was not taken into account. Maintenance of steel girders, bearings, 
reinforcement, etc. was not considered either. These, among many other factors, could affect 
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the cost of the different types of joints compared in this study. Ideally, all of these factors 
would increment the costs of all types of joints. However, since the deck over Backwall 
would not be composed of an expansion joint in the abutment interface, some of the costs 
associated with these factors could be greatly reduced, and, quite possibly, be eliminated in 
its entirety in terms of cost. 
In conclusion, if these factors are all taken into account, the type of joint that would 
increase the least would likely be the Saw and Seal Deck over Backwall further expanding 
the cost difference between itself and the next lowest cost for any particular type of joint and 
any particular combination of cost and service life stage (LE, LA, LL, etc.). 
While this cost analysis covered the most pertinent elements of the construction 
process, many other components could be factored into the analysis. Some of these 
components could be formwork costs, labor costs, work zone costs, lane closure costs, 
mobilization, etc. These can all be added in the construction cost of the deck over backwall. 
At the same time, these components and many others could also be added in the installation, 
repair, or replacement costs of all types of joints that were studied. 
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CHAPTER 6.    EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION PLAN 
The research team realized a plan to conduct laboratory testing on the Iowa DOT joint 
detailing presented in Chapter 3. The test results will be compared and correlated with FE 
results obtained in Chapter 4. The FE models can be validated and confidently used for 
further advancements of the research. 
 
6.1     Test Setup 
The joint detailing developed by the Iowa DOT will be tested on a laboratory setting. 
Simplifications had to be realized to facilitate the framework and the casting of the concrete 
while not impacting the pertinent results that the experimental investigation would produce.  
The full-scale test specimen can be seen in the laboratory testing plan shown in Figure 
6.2. A more detailed look into the joint is shown below in Figure 6.1. The plan includes 
reference lines to separate each section, the approach slab, the bridge deck, and the curb. The 
abutment stud wall and backwall are represented as well even though these elements are not 
physically present in the test specimen or the laboratory. Load location can also be applied at 
the center of the 20 feet double reinforced section. 
 
 Figure 6.1: Laboratory Testing Joint 
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The test specimen was 25.5 feet long in total composed by three specific sections. 
The thickness varied in those three different sections. The thickness of each section were 9.5 
inches, 11.5 inches, and 14.5 inches. The 9.5 inches section was 3 feet long and represented 
the existing bridge deck with its corresponding reinforcement. Reinforcement bars in this 
section were not coated with epoxy. A 14.5 inches section followed corresponding to the 
curb and its detailing. The 11.5 inches section corresponded to the approach slab. The 
reinforcement bars of both the curb section and the approach slab section will be coated with 
epoxy. 
 
Figure 6.2: Laboratory Testing Plan 
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Various factors influenced the size of the test specimen. Room availability in the 
structures laboratory during the dates that the testing would be realized greatly influenced the 
size of the test specimen. In addition, the girder spacing for the Marshall County bridge is 10 
feet. This length also correlates with the load allocation for a lane load according to the 
AASHTO Specifications (American Association of State Highway and Transportation 
Officials 2014). This is explained in detail in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.2.3. With these factors 
taken into account and a 10 ft width being feasible with the room availability in the structures 
laboratory, it was decided that a width of 10 feet was going to be used for the specimen.  
The test specimen is to be supported at the opposite end of the abutment interface by 
a roller support. The roller support is not allocated in the edge but 6 inches into the approach 
slab. This would not affect the results obtained at the points of interest. On the other end, 
beams extend over the bridge deck section and into the curb section. The beams have stud 
shear connectors in the top flanges and would be embedded into the bridge deck section. 
 
6.2     Load Allocation 
A simulation of an HS-20-44 truck loading condition was used. This truck loading 
condition is detailed in Chapter 4, Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10. Load would be applied at the 
center of the 20 feet double reinforced section over two areas simulating the rear axle of an 
HS-20-44 truck loading condition. According to the AASHTO Specifications, the wheel 
loads were assumed as uniformly distributed over an area of 20 inches by 20 inches spaced 
by 6 feet center to center. The test specimen will be tested until the load applied causes 
failure to occur. Though, data will be acquired throughout the test and, more pertinent, when 
the load on each area resulted 16,000 pounds. The rear axle of an HS-20-44 truck loading 
condition weights a total of 32,000 pounds. 
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6.3     Instrumentation 
A total of 19 strain gages will be installed in the test specimen. With these strain 
gages, stress levels at desired locations of the approach slab can be monitored throughout the 
test. Three strain gages will be installed at the center of the 20 feet double reinforced section 
on the bottom longitudinal reinforcement bars below each load application area. 
Additionally, three strain gages will be installed on the bottom reinforcement bars in between 
the two load application areas at the center of the width of the slab. The remaining strain 
gages will be installed on the top and bottom longitudinal reinforcement bars at the center of 
the abutment interface, between the stud wall and the backwall reference lines. Two strain 
gages, one on the top and one on the bottom reinforcement bars, will be installed on the first 
line of reinforcement bars closest to each beam support. Six additional strain gages, three on 
the top and three on the bottom reinforcement bars, will be installed at the center of the width 
of the slab. The strain gage arrangement can be seen below in Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.4. 
 
 
Strain Gages 
Figure 6.3: Joint Strain Gage Arrangement 
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Visual inspection will also be realized throughout the test. Concrete cracking at 
different locations will be recorded. Close attention will be paid on the joint between the 
bridge deck and the approach slab. Additionally, any cracking on the bottom of the approach 
slab and its location will also be taken as a point of interest. 
 
Strain Gages 
Figure 6.4: Strain Gage Arrangement 
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CHAPTER 7.    CONSTRUCTION OBSERVATION AND POST-CONSTRUCTION 
TESTING PLAN 
In this chapter, a construction observation and post-construction testing plan was 
developed according to the joint developed by the Iowa DOT. An instrumentation plan was 
developed with various types of sensors and equipment. A post-construction plan with 
different truck loading cases was developed as well. The correlations between the results 
from future field testing and predictions will serve to calibrate and improve the accuracy of 
the FE models. The test results will also provide vital information on the behavior of 
expansion joints and allow their efficient design.  
 
7.1     Joint Detailing 
The joint developed by the Iowa DOT detailed in Chapter 3, Figure 3.6, Figure 3.7, 
Figure 3.8, and Figure 3.9, was determined to be the deck over backwall concept that would 
be implemented in a future Iowa DOT construction season. This joint was used for the 
development of the instrumentation plan and post-construction testing discussed in the 
following pages. 
 
7.2     Instrumentation 
The instrumentation plan developed for the deck over backwall concept consists of 
various types of sensors and equipment. The instrumentation includes strain gages with 
temperature sensors, monitoring plates for surveying data, surveying equipment, and 
gapmeters. Each sensor and equipment serve a purpose to obtain real-life data to correlate 
with the FE results discussed in Chapter 4. 
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Thiagarajan et al. (2013) detailed Missouri DOT’s (MoDOT) experience with the 
field performance of various types of bridge approach slab designs. Monitoring plates were 
incorporated in their approach slabs to provide a smooth and flat surface to collect accurate 
readings. The deflections of the approach slab can be monitored over time using surveying 
equipment over these monitoring plates. The equipment is shown in Figure 7.1. Detailed 
information on the monitoring plates is provided in Figure 7.2. In discussions between the 
research team and the Iowa DOT, the option of using vertical reinforcement bars embedded 
into the concrete was brought up. The main advantage from the use of the monitoring plates 
is that the plates would not be chipped away by snow plow strikes or traffic loads. However, 
that option could be implemented as well since surveying data can be taken at the same 
points. There are nine points of interest shown in Figure 7.3. 
Gapmeters would also be incorporated between the girders and the abutment stud 
wall. These sensors would monitor the displacement of the girders at a certain height in the 
longitudinal direction. With this data, rotation of the girders can also be monitored. 
A total of 13 strain gages locations have been recommended where their results 
would be of interest. There are nine strain gage locations across the abutment interface. Four 
at the midspan of the transverse spans and five across each girder support. Four additional 
strain gages locations were identified at the midspan of the approach slab. This arrangement 
can be appreciated in more detail in the instrumentation plan shown in Figure 7.4. Both top 
and bottom reinforcement bars can be allocated with strain gages. Multiple strain gages 
should be used in each location since there is the possibility that a certain number of strain 
gages do not work correctly because of a malfunction. With these strain gages, stress levels 
at the desired locations of the joint and approach slab can be monitored over time. 
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Source: Thiagarajan et al. (2013) 
Figure 7.2: Monitoring Plates Details 
 
Source: Thiagarajan et al. (2013) 
Figure 7.1: Surveying Prism (Left), Total Station (Right) 
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Figure 7.3: Monitoring Plates Distribution 
 
 
SG: Strain Gage (13 locations) 
MP: Monitoring Plate (8 locations) 
GM: Gap Meter (5 girders) 
Figure 7.4: Instrumentation Plan 
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7.3     Truck Loading Cases 
Various truck loading allocations were considered for the post-construction testing of 
the deck over backwall concept. For the purpose of this research and continuity, HS-20-44 
truck loading conditions were used for this plan. These truck loads were previously shown in 
Chapter 4, Figure 4.56, Figure 4.57, Figure 4.58, and Figure 4.59, for the FE model of the 
Marshall County bridge with the approach slab. During the discussion that follows, the 
middle and rear axle of the trucks would be used for allocation purposes. Therefore, even if a 
different truck with different dimensions and tire spacing is used in the real-life simulations, 
these same axles could be used for the truck allocation. 
The different truck cases can be seen in Figure 7.5, Figure 7.6, Figure 7.7, and Figure 
7.8 as Case 1, Case 2, Case 3, and Case 4 respectively. The first truck loading case that was 
considered corresponds to the truck loading case used in the test specimen discussed in 
Chapter 6. Because of this, Case 1 also correlates with the Story County bridge FE model. 
While this model is a non-skewed bridge, the difference between a skewed bridge and a non-
skewed bridge can be appreciated. For this case, the rear axle of the truck would be located at 
the midspan of the 20 feet section of the new approach slab. Case 2 corresponds to two trucks 
back-to-back at the midspan of the 64 feet section. This would maximize deflection values 
and stress levels in the approach slab. Case 3 corresponds to two trucks side-by-side with the 
rear axle close to the abutment interface. This would maximize the live load abutment 
reactions while causing deflection in the abutment interface. Case 4 corresponds to two 
trucks side-by-side at the midspan of the 64 feet section and at the center of the approach 
slab. This would provide high magnitudes of midspan deflection values and stress levels 
while adding to the live load abutment reactions of both the exterior and the interior supports. 
Therefore, adding live load to the bearing loads. 
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Figure 7.5: Truck Loading Case 1 
 
 
Figure 7.6: Truck Loading Case 2 
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Figure 7.7: Truck Loading Case 3 
 
 
Figure 7.8: Truck Loading Case 4 
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CHAPTER 8.    CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
The objectives of the research set out in Chapter 1 were accomplished realizing the 
different chapters of the research. Conclusions were drawn from each chapter and possible 
future work alternatives were determined. These are shown and discussed in detail in the 
following pages. 
 
8.1     Joint Detailing 
Further development of the deck over backwall concept was accomplished in Chapter 
3. The research team proposed various options with many different alternatives being 
considered by the research team and the Iowa DOT. Iowa DOT developed a joint taking into 
account the research team options and various factors. 
While the Iowa DOT might move forward with the joint they developed, further 
detailing can be realized on the deck over backwall concept. There are still various options 
for several of the joints in the Iowa DOT joint detailing like the opposite end of the abutment 
interface and the joint 15 feet from the abutment stud wall. Possible options for these joints 
include a sleeper slab, subdrain, EF joint, CF joint, CD joint, or any combination of the 
previously mentioned. 
 
8.2     Finite Element Modeling And Analysis 
Full-scale FE models of two different bridges were realized and detailed in Chapter 4. 
These models were analyzed with various loading conditions from dead loads, temperature 
loading, and live loads which corresponds to various truck loading cases. Both models were 
validated using the original drawing plans. The same process of modeling was used for both 
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models in terms of material properties, boundary conditions, constraints, and loading 
conditions, etc.  
The impact of the deck over backwall concept was studied with the Marshall County 
bridge model showing an increment in bearing loads due to the additional dead load of the 
approach slab and in live loads with the truck loading conditions. Relevant deflection values 
and stress levels at various points of interest across the abutment interface and the midspan of 
the approach slab were also determined. These FE results provide the Iowa DOT with the 
necessary knowledge to confidently design and further develop the deck over backwall 
concept. 
A parametric study of various bridge skew angles (no skew, 30 degrees, 45 degrees, 
and 60 degrees) was also realized with the Marshall County bridge. Results for models 
without soil show that generally the increase in the bridge skew angle leads to the increase in 
all points of interest under study. These being the dead load abutment reactions and 
temperature deformation of the bridges with and without the approach slab, live load 
abutment reactions, deflection values and stress levels at the abutment interface and in the 
midspan of the approach slab. Results for models with soil show more variance and do not 
follow a general trend due to several factors. 
With these models, future correlations between the models and real-life situations can 
be accomplished. The Story County bridge model, being a non-skewed bridge, will be 
compared and correlated with the future experimental investigation results. This is explained 
in Chapter 6. While the Marshall County bridge will be compared and correlated with the 
future post-construction testing. This is explained in Chapter 7. 
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While these models served the purpose of this research to study and develop the deck 
over backwall, further analysis could always be realized. One way this can be done is by 
incorporating the steel bar reinforcement and studying their behavior at the abutment 
interface and at midspan of the approach slab. This could be beneficial and provide more 
information for future designs of the deck over backwall concept. In addition, a plastic 
analysis could also be realized under certain truck loading conditions. The FE models were 
verified with loading conditions used at the time of construction. While those loads are not 
entirely different from the loads used at the time of writing, the FE models can be calibrated 
with current design loads.  
Further modification of the FE models would also need to be made with the post-
construction testing. This is detailed in 8.5. 
 
8.3     Cost Analysis 
A comparison between the different types of joints and the deck over backwall 
concept in terms of cost was realized and detailed in Chapter 5. When combining the repair 
or replacement costs and the construction cost of the deck over backwall concept, the concept 
was the best alternative among the nine types of joints considered for a bridge service life of 
50 years. For a bridge service life of 25 years, the deck over backwall concept has a higher 
cost than other comparable types of joints. The concept usually ranks between 3rd and 4th of 
lowest cost out of the nine types of joints for most of the cases considered. The high initial 
cost accounts for most of the costs since the repair or replacement cost of Saw and Seal Deck 
over Backwall was the lowest of all types of joints by a wide margin. A BEP between the 25 
years and 50 years was identified. Beyond that point, the deck over backwall concept would 
produce the lowest costs among all other types of joints across all different combinations of 
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cost points and service life stage. Results show a BEP of 44 years for a 2% interest rate and 
lowers as the interest rate is increased. 
Many assumptions and simplifications were made in this study. Numerous factors 
could have been incorporated in the cost of installation, repair, replacement, and construction 
of not only the deck over back wall concept but the other types of joints that were considered 
as well. A more in depth cost analysis can be realized taking into account more factors like 
the costs of maintenance of the abutment interface, approach slab, steel girders, bearings, 
steel reinforcement bars of the bridge deck and the abutment, cost of formwork, labor, work 
zone, lane closures, mobilization, etc. Other methods of realizing a cost analysis can also be 
used and not necessarily the methods chosen by the research team. One such method could 
be the development of a probabilistic approach with a Monte Carlo simulation that takes into 
account the fluctuations in costs of the various project items across the life cycle of the 
particular project.  
 
8.4     Experimental Investigation 
An experimental investigation plan was realized in Chapter 6. The laboratory testing 
will be conducted on the joint developed by the Iowa DOT. Test results will be compared 
and correlated with the FE model for the Story County bridge, the non-skewed bridge model. 
With these results, the Iowa DOT can confidently design and further develop the deck over 
backwall concept.  
Additional testing can be realized for deck over backwall concept. Different truck 
loading cases can be tested across the approach slab. Soil could be incorporated in the testing 
plan supporting the approach slab. Soil compaction could be controlled to simulate the three 
compositions (loose, moderately stiff, and stiff) considered in the FE model. 
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8.5     Construction Observation And Post-Construction Testing 
A plan for construction observation and post-construction testing was developed and 
detailed in Chapter 7. Implementation of the deck over backwall concept and this plan is 
expected to be conducted in a future Iowa DOT construction season. 
Further modification of the FE models would also need to be made with the post-
construction testing. The truck loads used in real-life simulations are expected to be different 
than the HS-20-44 truck loading conditions used for the purpose of this research. Iowa DOT 
would use certain trucks with different loads and tire spacing in the post-construction testing. 
These trucks should be weighted while incorporating them in the FE models. Results of these 
real-life simulations can be compared with the FE model. The correlations between results 
from future field testing and predictions will serve to calibrate and improve the accuracy of 
the FE models. 
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APPENDIX B.    MARSHALL COUNTY BRIDGE PLANS 
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